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Abstract
Abstract
High volumes of data traffic along with bandwidth hungry applications, such as cloud
computing and video on demand, is driving the core optical communication links
closer and closer to their maximum capacity.
At the start of my PhD studies, the research community was clearly identifying the
coming approach of the nonlinear Shannon limit for standard single mode fibre [1,
2][3][4].
It is in this context that the work on modulation formats, contained in Chapter 3 of
this thesis, was undertaken as part of an industrial placement with AT&T Labs in
Middletown, New Jersey. The work investigates the proposed energy-efficient four-
dimensional modulation formats. The work begins by studying a new visualisation
technique for four dimensional modulation formats, akin to constellation diagrams.
The work then carries out one of the first implementations of one such modulation
format, polarisation-switched quadrature phase-shift keying (PS-QPSK). The exper-
imental work demonstrated PS-QPSK in a typical terrestrial WDM system, where
transmission of 40.5 Gbit/s over 1000 km was compared to dual-polarisation QPSK
at the same bit rate.
When seeking to extend capacity in core networks even further it becomes necessary
to investigate beyond standard single mode fibre at the potential of different fibres
for high-capacity optical communication. During the time-frame of this thesis, inter-
est in the research community began to grow in the area of novel fibre transmission,
including few-mode fibre, multi-core fibre and hollow-core photonic band-gap fibre.
This thesis studies two potential next-generation fibres, few-mode and hollow-core
photonic band-gap fibre. The area of few-mode fibres has garnered great interest of
late with the potential of spatial division multiplexing to transmit data on each mode.
While the larger core hints towards a higher nonlinear threshold. Chapter 4 studies
ways to experimentally quantify the nonlinearities in few-mode fibre and assess the
potential benefits and limitations of such fibres. It carries out detailed experiments to
measure the effects of stimulated Brillouin scattering, self-phase modulation and four-
wave mixing and compares the results to numerical models. This includes studies on
the affects of cross-mode effects, particularly inter-mode four-wave mixing where a
new closed-form approximation is experimentally verified. The work on few-mode
fibre concludes by presenting capacity limit calculations of few-mode fibres based on
closed-form approximation of multi-mode four wave mixing.
Chapter 5 investigates hollow-core photonic band-gap fibre, where it is predicted to
have a low-loss minima at a wavelength of 2 µm. To benefit from this potential low loss
window requires the development of telecoms grade subsystems and components.
This thesis investigates development and characterisation of these components, in-
cluding lasers and high-speed detectors. The world’s first wavelength division multi-
plexed (WDM) subsystem directly implemented at 2 µm is presented. Followed by the
world’s first WDM transmission over hollow-core photonic band-gap fibre at 2 µm.
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Chapter 2
Fundamentals
This chapter will cover a brief introduction into the basic principles of optical com-
munications. The information in this chapter will act as a foundation for many of the
topics that will be expanded upon in the coming chapters. This will entail describing
optical systems from the basic physical characteristics that govern their behaviour to
more abstract theory on how optical communications convey information. The chap-
ter will begin by describing the basic principles of optical fibre and the effects of signal
propagation (Sections 2.1-2.3). The structure of when each topic is introduced is done
so, in an effort, to avoid creating a false dichotomy. To this end some topics are intro-
duced early with a more detailed explanation following some time later. The material
starts by introducing the concept of electromagnetic modes before moving onto Sec-
tion 2.2 and Section 2.3 that explain the physical attributes that govern fibre impair-
ments where Section 2.3.2 reviews how high-power electromagnetic waves propagate
through the fibre medium.
Section 2.4 will explain how modulation formats can be used to encode information
onto an optical signal, including some examples of common modulation formats used
in optical systems of today. Finally, a basic introduction into information theory in
Section 2.5 will introduce topics such as the nonlinear Shannon limit and the basics
governing the capacity of optical networks.
2.1 Optical Fibres
In recent years there has been a huge global research interest in the area of new optical
fibres to increase the capacity of optical networks. Traditionally in optical commu-
nications standard single mode fibre (SMF) has been used almost exclusively in the
core-network for optical communication systems (with some plastic optical fibres and
multi-mode fibres being used in short haul and access networks). In optical com-
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munications, engineers are constantly competing with the cost of a digger, or more
specifically, the cost of excavating a track of ground to place a new length of fibre in
the ground. To this end researchers and engineers attempt to increase capacity by up-
grading the transmitters and receivers on either end of an installed optical link. Once
this model of upgrading transmitters and receivers reaches a point of diminishing re-
turns (and several people argue that this has already occurred!) then it is imperative
for engineers to re-evaluate the channel in use and explore ways of improving the
optical fibre so that the optimal fibre can be installed when the days-of-digging must
begin. Some of the fibres under research include few mode fibre (FMF), multi-core
fibre and hollow-core photonic band-gap fibre (HC-PBGF). This thesis assesses the
potential of few-mode fibres and hollow-core photonic band-gap fibres as suitable re-
placements for SMF. The properties of FMF are very similar to that of standard SMF
as the medium of propagation in both cases is silica, the properties that govern guid-
ance in solid core fibres are discussed in Section 2.1.1. For HC-PBGF the principles
of guidance are completely different to solid core fibres and are discussed in Section
2.1.2.
2.1.1 Mode Support
The signals propagating in an optical fibre are electromagnetic waves consisting of an
electric field E and magnetic field H where the transverse electric (TE) consists of the
magnetic field having a component in the direction of propagation with a transverse
electric field. Conversely, TM modes correspond to the electric field in the direction of
propagation with a transverse magnetic field. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1 where
the electric field is plotted for each of the fundamental modes [19].
Figure 2.1: Illustration of electric field mode profiles for the fundamental modes. Ar-
rows indicate the direction of the electric field based on [19, 20]
From here the fundamental four classes of modes are HE and EH (where the domi-
nant contributor to the z-direction is designated the leading letter), TE and TM. For
step index fibres, the effective index difference is small enough that the HE and EH
modes propagate with almost identical propagation constants [20], these are known
as the degenerate modes. The superposition of these degenerate modes correspond
to various linearly polarised (LP) modes, leading to a well defined intensity across
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the fibre cross-section. The generation of LP modes can be thought of as interference
between the modes[21, 22]. The combination of the fundamental mode classes creates
several solutions, with standing wave solutions being guided as LP modes, while all
other solutions are no longer supported by the fibre, these include radiation modes,
bend losses and coupling losses. Table 2.1 shows the contributing fundamental modes
that make up the basic LP modes. The subscript notion for the linear polarised modes
given by LPlm where l and m correspond to the mode profile where l is related to the
number of phase changes in the mode profile across its diameter. A depiction of this
notation is shown in Figure 2.2 where m corresponds to the number of rings in the
mode profile. This notation is different to that of the fundamental modes where the
subscripts refer to the two dimensions of the cylindrical waveguide.
Table 2.1: Fundamental mode combinations for LP mode formation based on [21]
Mode Superposition Fundamental mode contributors
LP01 HE11
LP11 HE21,TE01,TM01
LP02 HE12
LP21 HE31, EH11
Figure 2.2: Mode profiles for LP modes showing pi phase shift between red and blue
segments
The V parameter is a parameter that takes into account core diameter and refractive
index difference with a typical value of V < 2.4 for single-mode operation. The single
mode condition is determined by where the TE01 and TM01 modes reach cut-off, where
cut-off is defined as, [23, 24]
V = k0a
√
(n21 − n22) = 2.4 (2.1)
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where k0 = 2pi/λ is the vacuum wavenumber, n1 the refractive index of the core, n2 the
refractive index of the cladding and a is the core radius. How LP modes are composed
of fundamental modes is further illustrated in Figure 2.3 where a typical fibre with a
20 µm core diameter and a step in refractive index between core and cladding of 0.001
was simulated using Optiwave Optifiber simulation software. The normalised prop-
agation constant b is plotted as a function of normalised frequency (or V parameter)
where b =
β
k0
−n2
n1−n2 and
β
k0
is the effective index, n¯, where β is the propagation constant
and will be discussed in Section 2.2.2. Above single mode operation (V > 2.4) the fi-
bre supports a total of seven fundamental modes. Figure 2.3 clearly shows that several
fundamental modes have identical propagation constants (in the figure the modes are
grouped by colour) that correspond to four LP modes.
Figure 2.3: Normalised propagation constant as a function of normalised frequency
for a few-mode fibre. Colours correspond to modes with near identical propagation
constants that form LP modes as labelled
2.1.2 Band Gap Fibre
The properties governing the guidance in hollow core photonic band-gap fibre (HC-
PBGF) can be thought of as being similar to SMF. The basic guidance mechanisms are
discussed here briefly, but the linear and nonlinear impairments are beyond the scope
of this thesis.
HC-PBGF’s have the unique characteristics of guiding light in the core of a fibre with
a lower refractive index then the cladding. Thus the light is not guided by traditional
total internal reflection (as is the case for standard SMF, where it is confined to the
core due to Snell’s law), instead the light is kept to the core by the presence of an
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optical band gap in the cladding interface. From an engineering point of view this
can be thought of as total internal reflection through Bragg reflection where the micro-
structure of the fibre cladding acts as a cylindrical Bragg reflector, where the cladding
can be engineered to reflect a broad range of wavelengths and thus keep light in the
core.
For PBGF the band-gap is placed in the fibre cladding along the length of the fibre.
This allows the light to be reflected back into the core of the fibre even if the core has
a lower refractive index than the cladding, such as an air or vacuum core. This leads
to exciting possibilities in high-power and low-latency applications [25].
The basic HC-PBGF design is shown in Figure 2.4 where the air core is surrounded
by a micro-structure cladding structure and was first demonstrated by Knight et al.
[26]. Hollow core fibre has a theoretically lower loss than standard SMF, where silica
fibre is limited by Rayleigh scattering. However, due to the complexity in fabricating a
complex and uniform micro-structure, this theoretical low-loss has not been achieved
to date. The band-gap is controlled by adjusting the diameter of the air holes and
spacing between them (the pitch) [27]. The nodal points between air holes should also
be kept thin to reduce scattering. Another source of loss is the air to glass interface, by
controlling the shape of the core and maintaining it uniform along its length this loss
can be reduced. Though the fibre itself is drawn in a similar manner to SMF the topic
of micro-structured fibre fabrication is covered in much greater detail in [28].
Figure 2.4: Cross section of a HC-PBGF. Labels indicate areas of interest.
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2.2 Linear Fibre Impairments
2.2.1 Fibre attenuation
Attenuation, sometimes referred to as linear fibre loss, is one of the main parameters
that define performance of an optical fibre. Engineering low-loss fibre has been one
of the main achievements that has enabled optical communications on a global scale
(and it’s also worthy of a Nobel Prize [29]) . Attenuation, as the name suggests, is the
depletion of optical power through a length of fibre as measured by the receiver. A
typical expression for power at a given point, L, along the fibre is expressed as,
dI
dL
= −αI(L) (2.2)
Where I is the intensity of the optical signal and α is the loss parameter which is the
summation of several loss mechanisms.
Intrinsic absorption: is one of the fundamental sources of loss in a fibre. This is due
to the material structure of the silicate glass causing light to interact with the material.
The limits due to intrinsic absorption are highlighted in Figure 2.5 where ultraviolet
and infrared absorption contribute to loss in varying degrees as a function of wave-
length. Here, the ultraviolet and infrared absorption lines were calculated based on
the work of [30, 31] for a fibre with an SiO2 cladding and GeO2 doped silica core. In the
case of ultraviolet absorption, this results from the photon energies being high enough
to move electrons in the material to a higher conduction band with the photons being
absorbed in the process. In the infrared, absorption occurs due to the interaction of
photons with molecular vibrations [20]. Both infrared and ultraviolet absorption lines
can be adjusted by altering the core and cladding material.
Extrinsic absorption: as the name suggests, extrinsic absorption is absorption as a
result of impurities in the glass. This is a major contributor to loss and results from
fibre fabrication techniques that introduce impurities in the form of metals and hy-
droxyl. Figure 2.5 shows a typical loss spectrum due to extrinsic absorptions (blue
trace) based on the work of [30] and [33] showing absorption for two metals (Cu and
Fe) while in practice several other metals commonly contribute to extrinsic absorp-
tion. Figure 2.5 also shows the absorption due to water, in the form of hydroxyl or
OH−, being present in the fibre. This leads to a water-peak at 1.38 µm with overtones
at shorter wavelengths. These impurities can be removed with advanced fabrication
techniques such as vapour disposition and modern low loss fibres have successfully
removed virtually all impurities along with radically reducing the water-peaks [34].
Rayleigh scattering: this form of scattering is a result of inhomogeneities being frozen
into the lattice of the glass after cooling. The inhomogeneities are small in relation to
the wavelength of the light and causes a variation in the refractive index along the
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Figure 2.5: Basic loss spectrum of a typical SMF indicating the contribution of major
loss mechanisms. Including intrinsic absorption (dotted lines), Rayleigh scattering
(black line) and extrinsic absorption based on results in [20, 30, 31, 32]
length of the fibre. This causes a scattering in all directions and is expressed as the
Rayleigh scattering coefficient [35]
γr =
8pi3
3λ4n
8p2βcKbTf (2.3)
where λ is the optical wavelength, n the refractive index, p the average photoelastic
coefficient, βc the isothermal compressibility, Kb is Boltzmann’s constant and Tf the
fictive temperature. Figure 2.5 shows the calculated Rayleigh scattering loss (black
trace) with typical values [20] for n = 1.46, Tf = 1400 K, βc = 7 × 10−11m2/N and
p = 0.286. The loss in dB for a fibre of length L is thus expressed mathematically as,
(dB) = 10 log10
(
eγrL
)
(2.4)
Rayleigh scattering is the dominant loss mechanism in modern optical fibres and can-
not be reduced with current fabrication techniques.
2.2.2 Dispersion
Dispersion and loss are the two major impairments of any optical communication
channel operating under linear conditions (linear conditions being loosely defined as
power concentrations before nonliner effects become prevalent). Dispersion is the fre-
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quency dependant change in the phase velocity of a wave. The most common man-
ifestation being the distortion of optical pulses through temporal broadening due to
the various frequency components of the pulse travelling at differing velocities. There
are two major types of dispersion, intra-mode dispersion and inter-mode dispersion.
2.2.2.1 Intra-mode Dispersion
Intra-mode dispersion is by far the most common form of dispersion in optical fibre
communications today, as it is prevalent in SMF. It is often referred to a chromatic
dispersion. In optics it refers to how different frequencies travel at different velocities
through an optical fibre, due to refractive index and material characteristics. Since
an optical pulse has a finite spectral bandwidth different frequency components of
the pulse will travel at different velocities leading to a broadening of the pulse in the
temporal domain. This is mathematically given as the Taylor expansion series of the
propagation constant with a centre frequency ω0
β(ω) = n1(ω)
ω
c
= β. + β′(ω − ω0) + β′′ (ω − ω0)
2
2 + β
′′′ (ω − ω0)3
6 + ... (2.5)
where ω is the instantaneous angular frequency and prime represents the number of
differentiations with respect to angular frequency [36]. Where the propagation con-
stant β is defined as,
β = n1
2pi
λ
= n1ω
c
(2.6)
where n1 is the refractive index, λ the centre wavelength and c is the speed of light.
The group delay can be expressed mathematically as,
τg =
1
vg
= dβ
dω
(2.7)
where vg is the group velocity which is the speed of a pulse envelope as it moves
through a medium. The group delay (τg) is a commonly quoted fibre parameter and is
measured in ps/km. Another commonly used parameter is the dispersion parameter
D which is expressed as,
D = dβ
′
dλ
= −β′′ 2pic
λ2
(2.8)
and is measured in ps/nm km. A system is said to be in the normal regime for D < 0
and in the anomalous regime for D > 0, with larger positive and negative values for
dispersion leading to greater pulse spreading over a length of fibre. Equation 2.8 also
shows a relation to β′′ which is the group velocity dispersion (GVD) and is given in
units of ps2/km.
Finally, there is the effects of third order dispersion, β′′′, which is simply the change
is GVD as a function of the angular frequency. It is most commonly expressed in the
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parameter called dispersion slope, s, given by
s = dD
dλ
= β′′ 4pic
λ3
+ β′′′
(2pi2
λ2
)2
(2.9)
This is a useful parameter when designing fibres to support DWDM signals. Due to
different frequencies travelling at different velocities this leads to pulse broadening
and in extreme circumstances this can cause inter-symbol interference (ISI). By con-
trolling the dispersion, through careful fibre design, it is possible to minimise ISI in
WDM systems.
2.2.2.2 Inter-mode Dispersion
Though the thought of inter-mode dispersion seems like a discouraging limitation to
multi-mode fibres it also applies to SMF. Under strict SMF conditions SMF only sup-
ports a single mode leading to intra-mode dispersion being the only contributor to fi-
bre dispersion. However, SMF supports two degenerate modes with orthogonal polar-
isation (HEx11 and HE
y
11), thus making the fibre bimodal. Often inter-mode dispersion
is referred to as mode dispersion or polarisation mode dispersion (PMD). Similarly
to intra-mode dispersion its primary manifestation is in the temporal broadening of
optical pulses propagating through the fibre causing ISI in severe circumstances. In an
ideally circular symmetric SMF both polarisations would travel with equal velocities,
however real-life fibres lack this ideal symmetry and thus have a birefringence.
Though the above discussion only studies the simple case of two modes (in this case
the x- and y-polarisation) these inter-mode dispersion effects can be extended to in-
clude an even higher number of modes, as is the case in multi-mode fibre. The chal-
lenge to avoid inter-mode dispersion is to ensure the receiver is mode sensitive. A
receiver incapable of separating each mode will receive the same optical pulse at dif-
ferent times leading to ISI. However, a receiver capable of separating each mode from
each other would increase the total capacity of the fibre by increasing the number of
usable optical paths. This has already been done in the case of polarisation modes,
where each polarisation is separated in modulation formats such as DP-QPSK [37],
leading to a doubling in capacity. A similar attempt to separate LP modes has also
had considerable success and is currently a keenly researched topic [38, 39, 40]. For
this, MIMO DSP is being used to separate temporally separated modes in a FMF.
2.3 Nonlinear Fibre Impairments
As optical fibre systems increase their span lengths and power density increases as a
result of greater throughput, the risk of fibre nonlinearities affecting a system increases
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considerably. Nonlinearity is yet another form of signal distortion that affects optical
signals. One major source of fibre nonlinearities is stimulated inelastic scattering. This
is due to energy being transferred directly into the material in the form of phonons.
A second form of nonlinearity occurs due to the nonlinear interaction of the incident
light with bound electrons of the material, this is often referred to as fibre nonlinear-
ity. Both processes, along with the most common manifestation of their affects are
discussed below.
2.3.1 Stimulated Inelastic Scattering
For stimulated inelastic scattering the light is absorbed, resulting in a nonlinear re-
fractive index change, and then re-emitted at a down shifted frequency. Conservation
of energy is maintained by the creation of a phonon, where phonons are material vi-
brations that are categorised as optical or acoustic. Two common forms of inelastic
scattering are stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) and stimulated Brillouin scattering
(SBS), both discussed here.
2.3.1.1 Stimulated Raman Scattering
Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) is a scattering that is induced due to molecular
vibrations within the fibre. These lattice vibrations are characterised by phonons with
significant energies being generated as a result of a small amount of an incident light
being absorbed. These optical phonons are a result of neighbouring atoms in the lattice
being displaced out of phase to one another and are generated at a frequency fp. This
results in a frequency down-shifted Stokes wave that propagates with the original
signal. The coupled wave equations expressing the behaviour of the incident, or pump
signal power Pp, Stokes seed power Ps are given as,
dPp
dz
= −gSRSPpPs − αPp (2.10)
dPs
dz
= gSRSPpPs − αPs (2.11)
in the stimulated regime for forward pumped SRS. SRS can also be backward pumped
where the derivative in equation 2.11 would have a minus placed before it. For the
coupled equations α is the loss coefficient and gSRS is the Raman gain coefficient given
by [41]
gSRS =
3ωs
0c2npns
=[χ′′′iiii + χ′′′ijji]
2Aoleff
Pp (2.12)
where ωs is the Stokes frequency, 0 is the permittivity of free space, c the speed of
light, np and ns the occupation number of the pump and scattered photons respec-
tively, Aoleff the effective area overlap of the pump and Stokes signal. χ
3
iiii and χ
3
ijji
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represent non-zero elements of the fourth rank tensor where χ3iiii is responsible for the
Raman interaction of co-polarised pump and Stokes signals and χ3ijji is responsible
for orthogonally polarised signals.
The creation of a Stokes wave can be detrimental in WDM systems if the Stokes wave
falls within the spectrum of frequencies being used. A typical Stokes wave will have
its maximum gain ≈ 13 THz at a down-shifted frequency. Even if the Stokes wave
does not coincide with another WDM channel it can still have a detrimental effect on
the system, with undesirable effects such as pump depletion. This can be avoided by
keeping the power density in the fibre below a certain threshold power, estimated to
be [23]
Pth ≈
16Aoleff
gSRSLeff
(2.13)
where Leff is the effective length of the fibre where Leff = 1− exp−αL /α.
2.3.1.2 Stimulated Brillouin Scattering:
Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) is similar to SRS but it differs in that the phonons
excited are acoustic in nature. SBS also propagates primarily in the backward direc-
tion. The acoustic phonons generate a back-propagating (backward in comparison to
the pump power signal) acoustic wave that acts as a Bragg grating travelling through
the length of the fibre, which in turn diffracts a portion of the pump signal to a down-
shifted frequency (typically ≈ 11 GHz in standard SMF). The equations that express
the proportion of input signal power P0 and Stokes seed power PS are given as,
dP0
dz
= −γSBSL(ν)P0PS − αP0 (2.14)
dPS
dz
= −γSBSL(ν)P0PS − αPS (2.15)
where the peak SBS efficiency is expressed as, [42]
γSBS =
gm
Aaom
(2.16)
and α is the loss coefficient. Aaom is the effective area of the mth acousto-optic mode
and L(ν) is the Lorentzian profile of the Brillouin gain as a function of frequency. gm
refers to the Brillouin gain of the mth mode expressed as,
gm =
4pin8p212
cλ3ρ0νmwm
(2.17)
where n is the refractive index, p12 is a component of the electrostriction tensor, c the
speed of light, λ the pump wavelength, ρ0 is the mean of the material density, νm the
frequency shift and wm the FWHM of the mth line of the peak Brillouin gain spectrum
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(gB).
The effects of of SBS are most pronounced for CW pump sources. SBS can be detri-
mental is slow speed signals but this can be avoided by phase modulation of the signal
[43, 44]
2.3.2 Optical Fibre Nonlinearity
Optical fibre nonlinearity refers to the relationship of the refractive index to the square
of the electric field. For high optical intensities this leads to several effects that are
termed nonlinear due to the squared relationship between the electric field and the
refractive index change [23, 45, 46]. The relationship between the polarisation vector
P and the electric field E is expressed as,
P = 0
(
χ′ : E + χ′′ : EE + χ′′′ : EEE + ...
)
(2.18)
where 0 is the permeability of free-space and χ refers to the electrical susceptibility
and : represents the salar product function between electrical susceptibility and elec-
tric field, E. Here, χ′ refers to the linear susceptibility where its real and imaginary
parts are responsible for the linear refractive index, n, and fibre loss coefficient, α,
expressed as,
n0 = 1 +
1
2<[χ
′] (2.19)
α = ω
c
=[χ′] (2.20)
In a centro-symmetric dielectric such as optical fibre all elements of χ′′ are zero and
thus χ′′ effects are neglected for consideration. The main source of nonlinear refractive
index changes and nonlinear loss are related to the real and imaginary parts, respec-
tively, of the χ′′′ term, as discussed previously for Raman where the imaginary part
of χ′′′ was used in Equation 2.12 to calculate the Raman gain. In a similar manner
the nonlinear refractive index, or Kerr coefficient, n2 (not to be confused with the re-
fractive index of the cladding) is expressed mathematically as the real part of the χ′′′
electric susceptibility term where
n2 =
3χ′′′
40cn20
(2.21)
where the Kerr coefficient has a typical value of 2.6 × 10−20 m2/W for standard SMF
[23] and is related to the total refractive index such that
n = n0 + n2I (2.22)
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where I refers to the light intensity(I = |E|2). From here it is possible to define an-
other useful non-linearity coefficient (as will become apparent in the next section), γ,
expressed as [36, 47]
γ = n2ω0
cAeff
= 3ω0χ
′′′
40c2Aeffn20
(2.23)
where Aeff is the effective area of the optical mode and ω0 is the frequency of the
optical signal. A typical value for γ is in the region of 2.5 W−1km−1 for standard SMF.
2.3.2.1 Self Phase Modulation
The fibre nonlinearity effect, discussed above, can cause severe distortions to optical
signals propagating in a fibre. One of the most commonly discussed and easiest to
understand nonlinear distortions is caused by self-phase modulation. The SPM effect
is due to an induced phase change on the optical signal itself and is related to phase
change only, as the refractive index changes are real and the total optical power is
conserved [36, 47]. The maximum phase change can be expressed as the integral of
signal power along the fibre length
φSPM = γ
∫ L
0
P0dz = γP0Leff (2.24)
where γ, P0 and Leff have been predefined as the non-linearity coefficient, optical
power and effective length respectively. SPM can become prevalent when the peak
optical intensity of a pulse has a substantially different phase (∼ pi) to the leading and
trailing edge. This difference in phase across the intensity profile of the pulse results
in a time varying instantaneous frequency (or chirp) expressed as,
∆ν(t) = 12pi
d
dt
φ(t) (2.25)
Thus a time-varying phase creates a time-varying frequency and can lead to distor-
tions and broadening of the frequency spectrum of a given optical pulse. In the time
domain SPM has no direct influence over pulse distortions. However, SPM can alter
how dispersion alters an optical pulse in the temporal domain, with the result being
pulse broadening and splitting over long distances of fibre.
2.3.2.2 Cross Phase Modulation
In a similar way to SPM cross phase modulation (XPM) also causes distortions in the
frequency domain of an optical pulse. This is caused by interaction between two co-
polarised signals. The intensity of one signal modulates the refractive index of the
fibre for the second signal, this then causes phase modulation in the second signal.
For a system with two signals (a) and (b), with respective powers P (a)0 and P
(b)
0 , the
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phase change of the first signal, φ(a), is expressed as,
φ
(a)
XPM = 2γ
∫ L
0
P
(b)
0
(
z
∆νg
)
dz = γLeff
(
P
(a)
0 + 2P
(b)
0
)
(2.26)
where P (b)0 refers to the power of the adjacent signal and ∆νg is used to express the
frequency matched offset between the two signals. When the two co-propagating sig-
nals are strongly velocity matched XPM effects will dominate over SPM. This is detri-
mental in DWDM systems where the spectral broadening can cause crosstalk between
channels but can be mitigated by placing adjacent frequency channels on orthogonal
polarisations in order to decrease the velocity matching [23, 48, 49].
2.3.2.3 Four Wave Mixing
At this point we have covered some of the major impairments in optical fibres. The
final effect due to fibre nonlinearity discussed here is four wave mixing (FWM). All the
impairments covered in this chapter can be summarised in the nonlinear Schrödinger
equation that describers small perturbations through a fibre, assuming an adiabatic
evolution, and is expressed in Equation 2.27
δE
δz
= −α2E︸ ︷︷ ︸
loss
− iβ
′′
2
δ2E
δt2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dispersion
+ iγE|E|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
χ′′′ nonlinearities
(2.27)
where FWM is an effect that occurs in a similar manner to SPM and XPM when a high
optical intensity of one channel induces a refractive index change that causes a phase
modulation. This is related to the χ′′′ parameter through Equation 2.18, expressed here
as
PNL = 0χ′′′ : EEE (2.28)
where PNL is referred to as the induced nonlinear phase shift [47]. When this phase
modulation occurs between multiple channels it creates new frequencies at side-band
positions to the phase modulated signal, the creation of these new frequencies is
known as four wave mixing. Take an example of four waves on a single polarisation
with frequencies ω1→4. The total electric field can be expressed as
E = 12 eˆ
4∑
j=1
Ej exp [i(βjz − ωjt)] (2.29)
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where eˆ is the polarisation vector and βj is the propagation constant for each frequency
ω1→4. Substituting E for PNL in Equation 2.28 and solving for Ej=4 we get [47]
E4 =
30
4 χ
′′′
xxxx
[|E4|2E4︸ ︷︷ ︸
SPM
+ 2(|E1|2 + |E2|2 + |E3|2)E4︸ ︷︷ ︸
XPM
+2E1E2E3 exp(iθ+) + 2E1E2E3 exp(iθ−)︸ ︷︷ ︸
FWM
+ ...
]
(2.30)
where θ+ and θ− are expressed as
θ+ = (β1 + β2 + β3 − β4)z − (ω1 + ω2 + ω3 − ω4) (2.31)
θ− = (β1 + β2 − β3 − β4)z − (ω1 + ω2 − ω3 − ω4) (2.32)
The first and second terms in Equation 2.30 containing E4 represent SPM and XPM
respectively with the remaining terms resulting from frequency combinations of all
four signals resulting in an effect commonly referred to as four-wave mixing. This
FWM signal is relatively weak but can accumulate over long transmission distances
due to phase matching between channels, where the phase matching condition is sat-
isfied in Equation 2.32 when all beta terms cancel to give δβ = 0. This phase matching
condition is often expressed for a SMF as,
2pi∆ν2Dλ2cL
c
 1 (2.33)
where ∆ν is the frequency spacing between signals, D is the dispersion, λc is centre
wavelength and L the fibre length. A classic example of where the new side-band
frequency is created, ω4, is expressed by [20, 47]
ω4 = ω1 + ω2 − ω3 (2.34)
and express the conservation of energy. This is for a discrete case where the effect of
FWM can be integrated along the length of the fibre. In WDM systems this requires the
contributions of all frequencies to be summed to get a total impact of FWM and this
has been the standard approach for estimating FWM effects [47][50]. More recently
the FWM equations have been solved by integrating along the length of the fibre and
integrating across all frequencies [51, 52], to give a more accurate measure of FWM
impact on WDM systems. It is useful to be able to quantify such effects accurately
as the creation of these new frequencies can be a hindrance in WDM systems. In
Chapter 4 of this thesis we seek to apply the new solution to few mode fibres in order
to calculate capacity limits for few mode fibre systems.
More recently FWM has been used as a beneficial technique to achieve wave conver-
sion and other useful applications due to the phase relationship between the original
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signals and the newly created side-bands [53, 54, 18].
2.4 Modulation Formats
Modulation formats are the standard format for the process of encoding information
onto an electromagnetic wave. A wave carries information by having an encoded
signal modulated onto a carrier wave. This process is known as modulation. There
are several different forms of modulation, some of which are discussed here. In optical
communications, the process of placing an encoded signal onto a carrier wave is done
by a device called a modulator.
2.4.1 Modulators
There are several types of optical modulators available as commercial devices. All
modulators aim to control different dimensions of the optical signal independently.
The dimensions in question generally refer to amplitude, phase, frequency and polar-
isation or the optical carrier wave and is expressed as the electric field E(t) where
E(t) = eˆ<[a exp(iφ− iω0t)] (2.35)
and eˆ refers to the polarisation unit vector, a the amplitude, φ the phase and ω0 the
frequency. The dimensional representation of modulation formats is readdressed in
Chapter 3 where additional degrees of freedom are discussed.
Some modulators will only modulate certain dimensions, such as intensity modula-
tors that aim to control only the amplitude of the carrier signal. In optics the two main
forms of modulators are electro-absorption modulators and electro-optic modulators.
Different modulator structures exist within each class. Depending on the target design
characteristics of a given optical system there could be several trade-offs in selecting
the optimum modulator.
Electro-Optic Modulators: Are a class of optical modulators that operate by exploit-
ing the Pockels effect. The Pockels effect is similar to the Kerr effect that draws a
relation between the refractive index of the medium and an applied electric field,
through relations with χ′′ and χ′′′ susceptibility tensors. The Pockels effect exhibits
a linear relation between birefringence and an applied electric field while the Kerr ef-
fect has a quadratic relation. This effect is present in non-centrosymmetric materials
such as LiNbO3 and InP. This allows for the phase of the light propagating through the
medium to be altered in phase by applying a voltage across the material. This phase
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change is given by the relation [48, 55]
φ(t) = φ0 − piτn
3V (t)L
λd
(2.36)
where φ0 is the initial phase, τ the Pockel coefficient, n the refractive index, V (t) the
voltage applied across the material, λ the centre wavelength of the incident light where
L and d refer to the length and depth of the material being used. More commonly [23],
this is simplified to represent the metric known as Vpi
φ(t) = φ0 − piV (t)
Vpi
(2.37)
where Vpi refers to the voltage required to induce a pi phase shift on the light propagat-
ing through the modulator.
Materials such as LiNbO3 are now widely used for phase modulation, where they
exhibit low insertion loss and high operating bandwidths. However, due to the ma-
terial structure there is a strong birefringence dependency. This has not stopped the
development of EOM structures that can modulate both phase and amplitude.
Mach-Zehnder Interferometer: In order to create EOMs that are capable of modu-
lating the intensity of light an interferometric technique, known as the Mach-Zehnder
interferometer is used. Modulators that use such a technique are called Mach-Zehnder
modulators (MZM) and are one of the most common optical modulators. The basic
structure is shown in Figure 2.6 (a) where the power is split in a ratio between the
upper and lower arm, where ideally the power in both arms is equal. They work us-
ing the voltage dependence described in Equation 2.37, inducing a phase change as a
function of applied voltage in each arm of the interferometer.
Figure 2.6: Plan view of (a) Mach-Zehnder modulator structure and (b) Nested Mach-
Zehnder modulator.
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The ratio of the output signal power with respect to the input signal is given as [48],
Eout(t)
Ein(t)
= 12
[
exp
(
ipiV1(t)
Vpi
)
+ exp
(
ipiV2(t)
Vpi
)]
(2.38)
= cos
(
piV1(t)− piV2(t)
2Vpi
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Amplitude Modulation
exp
(
ipiV1(t) + ipiV2(t)
2Vpi
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Phase Modulation
(2.39)
where V1 and V2 refer to the voltage applied across the electrodes on the upper and
lower arm of the interferometer respectively. As can be seen from Equation 2.39 the
modulator allows both the intensity and phase of the light to be modulated by adjust-
ing the voltages applied to each arm. One way of simplifying the bias circuitry for
amplitude modulation is to make V1(t) = −V2(t). In practice it is incredibly difficult
to match the length of each arm. To compensate for this a bias voltage is introduced,
Vbias, onto one arm. The transform function of the modulator can thus be written as
[23, 48]
TMZM = αp exp
(
ipiV (t)
Vpi
+ Vbias
)
+ (1− αp) exp
(
ipiV (t)
Vpi
)
(2.40)
where αp is the parameter given to the ratio of amplitude and phase modulation, ex-
pressed as [56]
αp = 2I
dφ
dt
dI
dt
(2.41)
where I represents the instantaneous intensity (I = |E|2) and φ the phase. For an ideal
Mach-Zehnder the chirp will be zero (dφdt = 0) and thus the αp parameter in this ideal
situation will be zero.
One draw-back of the Mach-Zehnder structure is that intensity and phase cannot be
modulated independently. This can be achieved by nesting three Mach-Zehnder inter-
ferometers in a single sample of LiNbO3 as seen in Figure 2.6 (b). By selecting voltages
in a particular way the modulator can reach any point in the signal space (the signal
space will be discussed is Section 2.5). In this thesis a nested MZM was used to mod-
ulate a signal in a format known as quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK is discussed
further in Chapter 3). This was achieved using the nested MZM in the so-called push-
pull regime where voltage V1 and −V1 in Figure 2.6 (b) are selected to achieve a phase
modulation known as differential phase-shift keying (DPSK), this is repeated for the
nested interferometer on the lower arm (V2 and−V2 in Figure 2.6 (b)). The information
is encoded onto these two modulators and are mutually exclusive. To avoid interfer-
ence in the signal space the third interferometer is used to keep a pi/2 phase change
between the interferometers on each arm. The output of the modulator has four phase
states, pi/4, 3pi/4, 5pi/4 and 7pi/4, each corresponding to a symbol point.
With the set of modulators discussed above it is possible to begin modulating an opti-
cal signal. The modulation format dictates in what way the electrical signals modulate
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the optical signal. The two most common modulation formats in optical communica-
tions, and the formats used in this thesis, are intensity and phase modulation.
2.4.2 Intensity Modulation
Intensity modulation is one of the most basic forms of modulation. By modulating the
amplitude of the carrier signal it is possible to encode a message onto the carrier. In bi-
nary encoding systems, as used for digital modulation, the information is represented
as ones and zeros corresponding to when the light is on and off. This modulation for-
mat is referred to as on-off-keying (OOK) and is one of the most common modulation
formats.
Figure 2.7: Bit sequence encoded in (a)non-return-to-zero and (b)50% return-to-zero
where the amplitude returns to zero for 50% of the bit period, T
The two main ways of encoding using OOK are using a signalling systems know as
non-return to zero (NRZ) and return-to-zero (RZ). For NRZ the amplitude of the sig-
nal remains high for the entire bit period T . The amplitude only changes when the
encoded signal changes state from one to zero. For RZ signalling the amplitude re-
turns to zero during each bit period. An illustration of the difference between NRZ
and RZ can be seen in Figure 2.7. There are three popular duty cycles for RZ signalling,
all of which are some duty cycle between zero and < 100% of the bit period. The most
common are duty cycles of 50%, as shown in Figure 2.7 can be achieved by biasing
an MZM at quadrature and driving it with a sinusoidal voltage (f = 1/T ) between
±Vpi/2 (it is also possible to implement intensity modulation using an EAM [57]). In
this configuration RZ will use approximately double the bandwidth of a system en-
coded using NRZ, where the modulator will produce a smooth pulse as opposed to
the perfect rectangular pulse illustrated in Figure 2.7. The RZ implementation will use
double the bandwidth, as the RZ signal will tend towards a 25% duty cycle compared
to an NRZ 50% duty cycle signal. Both formats can be represented in the frequency
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domain by a sinc function with NRZ requiring only half the bandwidth compared to
RZ, as the bandwidth occupied is related purely to pulse duration. Two other config-
urations are using duty cycles of 33% and 67% by biasing a MZM at peak and null
respectively and driving it with±Vpi. For 67% RZ the modulator is driven through the
null of its transfer function causing a pi phase change between neighbouring bits and
suppressing the carrier, thus this format is sometimes referred to as carrier suppressed
return-to-zero (CS-RZ).
More advanced forms of intensity modulation can be used to encode more compli-
cated symbols. Such as a two bit symbol. To convey a two bit symbol code, the system
requires four distinct symbols. This can be done using a format known as four-level
amplitude shift keying (4ASK). This is done by having four distinct amplitude levels,
each level corresponding to a two bit symbol.
2.4.3 Phase Modulation
Figure 2.8: Constellation diagrams showing (a) OOK, (b) 2 Phase shift keying and (c)
QPSK. The dotted circles represent a region of constant amplitude.
Another signal dimension that is often exploited in optical communications is phase,
where a phase shift of the optical carrier is used to represent digitally encoded data.
Similar to ASK, there are several forms of phase shift keying (PSK). One of the most
commonly used, midway through the last decade, was differential binary phase shift
keying (DPSK). This offered the prospect of having a 3dB improvement in optical sig-
nal to noise ratio (OSNR) over OOK. Differential phase shift keying can be achieved
in several ways [58, 59], one of which uses a MZM biased at null and driven by 2Vpi.
Similar to SC-RZ, by driving the modulator through the null of the transfer function a
pi phase shift is induced, this creates two distinct symbol points as can be seen on the
constellation diagram of Figure 2.8(b). However, by biasing at null it also introduces
a drop in amplitude when changing state, this causes a slight amplitude modulation
when using a MZM to generate DPSK. This can be eliminated by using a phase mod-
ulator at the expense of increased chirp, as an instantaneous phase change is unattain-
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able [58]. The format gets its name from the way it is detected by measuring the
difference in phase between each successive bit at the receiver. For detection of ASK
formats a standard photo-detector converts the optical power into an electrical signal,
however photo-detectors do not detect phase directly. In the absence of a coherent re-
ceiver a delay interferometer can be used to create constructive and destructive inter-
ference to recover the bit sequence (homodyne detection also referred to as differential
detection). This can be done by setting the delay interferometer to have a 1-bit delay.
This causes the signal to interfere with itself in a constructive or destructive manner
leading to the existence or absence of optical power at the output ports of the interfer-
ometer, termed the constructive and destructive ports. This differential measurement
between successive bits allows for phase changes between bits to be detected with
standard direct detection. This can be done on either the constructive or destructive
port or by using a balanced receiver where both ports are detected. Alternatively a
heterodyne detection technique can be used where a local oscillator at the receiver can
be used to recover the phase. Such a technique is referred to as coherent detection
and has allowed for a far greater utilisation of the signal space for modulation formats
utilising phase modulation.
A resurgent interest in coherent receiver technology has brought with it the
widespread use of the phase domain as a region for encoding data. A more advanced
form of phase modulation uses four phase states, pi/4, 3pi/4, 5pi/4 and 7pi/4, utilising
the in-phase and quadrature dimensions of the carrier signal. This modulation format
is know as QPSK and can be generated using a nested MZM as described in Section
2.4.1. The constellation diagram of QPSK is shown in Figure 2.8(c) where the four
phase states correspond to symbols that can be mapped using two bits of digital in-
formation, thus QPSK has double the spectral efficiency of DPSK or OOK. QPSK can
be detected in a similar manner to DPSK using a delay interferometer [60] or, more
commonly in current research, using coherent detection where the phase information
is fully recovered using heterodyne detection and digital signal processing.
Spectral efficiency is one of the primary metrics that describe how efficient an optical
system is and usually corresponds to systems with greater overall capacity. Spectral
efficiency relates to the maximum amount of digital information that is conveyed in a
certain time interval for a finite bandwidth and is measured in units of bits/s/Hz/pol
as will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3. Some ways of improving the spec-
tral capacity even further is to increase the number of symbols in the constellation
space, as is done using quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) formats that utilise
both amplitude and phase modulation. These techniques require coherent detection
to recover in-phase and quadrature information where the digital data is recovered
using digital signal processing. Though a vibrant topic for research, this thesis does
not go into any depth on the algorithms involved with such processing.
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Another technique to increase the amount of information transferred through a fibre
is to multiplex two independently modulated signals onto each polarisation. This has
been done using a QPSK signal and is called dual polarisation QPSK (DP-QPSK) or
polarisation multiplexed QPSK (PM-QPSK), this format has been used as a compar-
ative format in Chapter 3 of this thesis. More recently modulation formats utilising
polarisation as a way of directly encoding information has been proposed and Chap-
ter 3 of this thesis examines the implementation of one such format.
2.5 Information Theory
The topic of information theory has become vast and multidisciplinary since its intro-
duction by Shannon in 1948 [1]. As this thesis is related to optical communication the
basics of Shannon’s communication theory are of particular importance. Here, com-
munication theory is briefly reviewed in the context of digital communications. The
basic design of a communication system is presented in Figure 2.9.
Figure 2.9: Block diagram of a generic communication system
Every communication system consists of key parts such as a transmitter, channel of
communication and receiver. In optical communications the source is typically a mes-
sage that has been pre-encoded into the electrical domain. For most communications
today the signal is represented as a digital message that is passed to the transmitter.
The transmitter consists of a laser source which is encoded with the digital informa-
tion in the transmitter (as discussed in Section 2.4). From here the signal is transferred
over the optical fibre channel (discussed in Sections 2.1 to 2.3) and then decoded at
the receiver using optical detectors and various detection techniques. The detection
technique employed for decoding depends on how the source message was encoded
(as mentioned in each case in Section 2.4). Though we are concerned with the trans-
mission of optical signals in optical communications, fundamentally we are concerned
with the information carried by these signals. Shannon, along with his contemporaries
[61], developed a theory that provides useful insight into the relationship between the
transmitted signals and the messages they are entrusted with carrying. This is sim-
plified in the digital domain as the number of possible messages is reduced to binary
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decisions, ones and zeros. Therefore, for a binary system the information content is a
subset of all transmittable messages, expressed as,
I(xi) = log2[
1
P (xi)
] (2.42)
where P (xi) denotes the probability of a given message (i = {0, 1}) occurring. There-
fore the maximum amount of information that can be transmitted is the maximum
amount of mutual information. This becomes complicated when noise is introduced
into the system. To deal with this, Shannon proposed a term for the average ambigu-
ity of a received signal, now commonly known as information entropy, such that the
mutual information is expressed as,
I(x|y) = H(x)−Hy(x) (2.43)
where entropy is defined as the average information produced at the source, expressed
as,
H(x) = −
m∑
i=1
P (xi) log2[P (xi)] (2.44)
where several channel effects, such as noise, can contribute to P (xi). Once the basic
expressions of information and entropy are understood it is possible to define the
maximum capacity of the system in the presence of entropy.
2.5.1 Capacity Limits
Fundamentally, the aim of Shannon’s work was to calculate the maximum amount of
information that can be transferred, without error, given a finite bandwidth. For a
discrete channel, with no noise, this can be expressed as,
C = lim
T→inf
logN(T )
T
(2.45)
where N(T ) is the number of allowed signals of duration T . With the introduc-
tion of additive white Gaussian noise the receiver is degraded by information en-
tropy. This reduces the maximum achievable mutual information at the receiver (as
I(x|y) = H(x) − Hy(x)), where the capacity of a discrete signal is equal to the max-
imum achievable mutual information (Cs = maxI(x|y)). For a binary system with
additive white Gaussian noise the maximum mutual information is defined as [62]
Cs =
1
2 log2
(
1 + S
N
)
(2.46)
where S and N represent the received signal and noise power respectively. Then for
a given capacity where the minimum sample rate is limited to the Nyquist sampling
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limit [61, 63] of twice the bandwidth, 2B, the maximum capacity for a communication
channel for a given bandwidth is expressed as,
C = B log2
(
1 + S
N
)
(2.47)
and is often refereed to as the Shannon capacity limit. However, for optical communi-
cations where optical fibre is used as the transmission channel the model for capacity
breaks down when high powers are present in the fibre, for this there are lower bound-
ing approximations for the capacity limits.
Figure 2.10: Linear and nonlinear Shannon limits shown in red and black traces re-
spectively. The plot shows the relationship between information spectral density and
power spectral density for a optical system with characteristics shown in Table 2.2.
Nonlinear capacity limits: For high densities of optical powers additional noise ef-
fects become dominant in optical fibres. This is due to fibre nonlinearities, as discussed
in Section 2.3. These nonlinearities render the standard additive white Gaussian noise
model somewhat inept when modelling capacity limits over a fibre channel. An al-
ternative model that takes fibre nonlinearity into account was first proposed by Mitra
and Stark [2], where they used the effects of cross phase modulation, XPM, as the dom-
inant nonlinear contribution to noise. From here they derived a closed form analytical
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expression for the lower bound of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation
C
B NL
= log2
1 +
e
−
(
Ps
P
NL
)2
Ps
Pn +
1− e−
(
Ps
P
NL
)2Ps
 (2.48)
Where S in equation 2.47 is related to the numerator in Equation 2.48 where Ps is
signal power. The denominator in Equation 2.48 is the summation of noise terms
(N = Pn +
1− e−
(
Ps
P
NL
)2Ps), where the nonlinear noise PNL is expressed as,
PNL ≈
√√√√λ2
c
B
γ2
D
Leff
∆f
2 ln(Nch2 )
(2.49)
and Pn is the noise induced by the optical amplifiers
Pn = Na(G− 1)nsp
(
hc
λ
)
B (2.50)
where γ = 2pin2Aeffλ , Na is the number of discrete amplifiers and nsp is the spontaneous
emission noise factor related to the noise figure (nsp = 10
NF
10
2 ). The remaining terms
are defined in Table 2.2 where typical system parameters are used as an example for
calculating the capacity limits of an optical system.
Table 2.2: Data used to seed nonlinear Shannon models
System Characteristics
WDM Channel Spacing ∆f 50 GHz
Local Dispersion (ps/nm km) D 20 ps/nm km
Nonlinear Index Coefficient n2 27e− 21 m2/W
Effective Area Aeff 100 µm2
Centre Wavelength λ 1550 nm
Length 2000 km
Fibre Loss α 0.2 dB/km
Amplifier Spacing 80 km
Amplifier Noise Figure 4.5
Amplifier Gain G 1000
Number of WDM Channels Nch 100
WDM Channel Bandwidth B 50 GHz
The result of these closed form approximations allows for the calculation of lower
bound capacity limits for various system configurations. Here, the system configu-
rations in Table 2.2 were used to calculate the linear and nonlinear capacity limits of
the system for increasing power spectral density. The result can be seen in Figure
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2.10 where the linear Shannon limit (shown in red) is seen to have increasing infor-
mation spectral density for increasing power spectral densities. However, this growth
is limited in the nonlinear model (shown in black) where a clear peak of information
spectral density as a function of power spectral density can be seen. Though, this
is only a lower bound limit and does not take into account receiver memory or dis-
tributed detection, it is still a useful engineering heuristic that has become a regular
tool in accessing optical systems [2, 3, 4, 64, 65, 66]. The work of Mitra and Stark in-
vestigated XPM as the dominant nonlinear contributor, nonlinear limits can also be
derived in cases where four wave mixing is taken to be dominant [51]. This is the ap-
proach taken in Chapter 4 of this thesis where a closed form analytical model of FWM
in FMF is compared to the XPM nonlinear model.
2.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter has introduced a wide range of topics that relate to the technical under-
takings of the chapters to follow. Fundamentally, optical fibre propagation is limited
by loss. Upon high incident optical powers the electric field interacts with the mate-
rial of the medium resulting in nonlinear propagation and causing distortions to the
signal, the cause and nature of some of these effect, such as self phase modulation and
four-wave mixing were discussed. The introduction of nonlineairites has the potential
to reduce the overall capacity of an optical communication link where Section 2.5.1
studied the fundamental limits to capacity and the lower bound limit in the presence
of nonlinear effects.
The sections introducing the basics of optical fibre and how novel fibres can be used
to guide light, in the case of FMF by total internal reflection and in the case of hollow
core fibre by use of an optical band gap, will be of particular insight in Chapters 4 and
5 dealing with FMF and hollow core fibres respectively. While topics on modulation
are used throughout the thesis, discussions on multidimensional modulation formats
will be of particular use in Chapter 3. Finally, the topics of information theory and
capacity limits were introduced in this chapter and will be put to use throughout the
thesis.
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Chapter 3
Power Efficient Modulation Formats
"Between the phone calls and text messages the air must be thick with words"
My first born for a song, Bell X1
Current trends in optical communication are concerned with broaching the om-
nipresent capacity limit of current optical systems. If, as outlined in Chapter 1, the
current optical fibre infrastructure is used it remains an important task to clearly de-
fine the limits of a single strand of single-mode optical fibre. Systems and techniques
must then be designed that provide the most spectrally efficient form of transmis-
sion over existing and future single mode fibre (SMF) links, leading to a convergence
on capacity limits. This push for higher spectral efficiencies will continue to lower
the cost per transmitted bit for optical transport. The majority of recent research
has focused significant effort on multi-level, multi-dimensional modulation formats
to achieve the ultimate capacity in a single fibre. All recent capacity records in SMF
have been achieved using formats such as dual-polarisation quadrature phase-shift
keying (DP-QPSK) and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). However, due to
the increased optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) requirements, the reach of these
multi-level, multi-dimensional modulation formats is a concern. Thus, power effi-
cient modulation formats, those having a low required signal-to-noise ratio per bit for
a given bit-error-ratio, have also garnered attention recently [67, 68, 69] and are the
subject of this chapter. More specifically this chapter is focused on four-dimensional
optimized formats where the intensity and phase of both polarisations are taken to
be four independent dimensions and is explained in detail in Section 3.1. From this
viewpoint of dimensionality it is important to have a form of mental visualisation that
will later aid the understanding of the polarisation-switched quadrature phase-shift
keying (PS-QPSK) format and how to implement a successful digital signal process-
ing (DSP) recovery algorithm, this is covered in Section 3.2. Power-efficient modula-
tion formats are of fundamental importance in optical communications because they
provide the ultimate sensitivity limit for the optical channel (see Section 3.3). They
also have practical importance because they enable increased nonlinear tolerance, and
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therefore the potential for ultra long-haul transmission, all of which are covered in Sec-
tion 3.4, where PS-QPSK experimental results for back-to-back and 10×100km wave-
length division multiplexing (WDM) transmission are presented.
3.1 Modulation Formats Dimensionality
The formula presented in 3.1 can be used as a general expression of an electromagnetic
wave [23] where eˆ is the polarisation unit vector, a amplitude, φ phase and ω0 denotes
the carrier frequency at a given time t. This is more generally represented in phasor
notation as A = aeiφ for translation onto constellation diagrams where the real and
imaginary parts correspond to the in-phase and quadrature coordinates respectively.
E(t) = eˆ<[a exp(iφ− iω0t)] (3.1)
As can be seen in Equation 3.1 the wave consists of both amplitude and phase (here
only the real part is taken for simplicity). These two degrees of freedom are commonly
used for the encoding of digital modulation formats such as PSK, ASK and QAM.
When using an optical carrier the polarisation of the electromagnetic wave can be
used as a third degree of freedom. All polarisation division multiplexed systems take
advantage of this third degree of freedom. However, when studying polarisation in
more detail (see Chapter 2), it becomes apparent that there are four degrees of freedom
when polarisation is included. These are the absolute amplitude and phase of the
electromagnetic wave in one polarisation, along with a further two degrees of freedom
from the relative amplitude and phase of the wave in an orthogonal polarisation. This
is commonly denoted in Jones space [70, 68, 71], where the electric field amplitude of
the wave, E, is given as
E = ||E|| exp(iφa)J = ||E|| exp(iφa)
(
cos θ exp(iφr)
sin θ exp(−iφr)
)
(3.2)
where φa and φr denote the absolute and relative phase, respectively, between the
x and y polarisations, J denotes the Jones vector, θ = sin−1(|Ey|/||E||) and ||E||2 =
|Ex|2 + |Ey|2 where x and y denote the polarisation components.
The four dimensions become even more apparent when looking at Figure 3.1 where
the four waves are illustrated propagating in a fibre where both the real and imaginary
parts of the wave, shown in solid and dotted lines respectively, propagate in two dis-
tinct polarisation x- and y- shown in red and blue respectively. The amount of power
given in one polarisation relative to the other is given by sin(θ) or cos(θ) where θ can
be thought of as the relative angle between each polarisation in a bimodal fibre. These
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of real (solid line) and imaginary (dotted line) wave-functions
propagating in the x- and y-polarisation, shown in red and blue respectively.
four degrees of freedom can then be expressed as a vector
s =

Ex,r
Ex,i
Ey,r
Ey,i

=

||E|| cosφx sin θ
||E|| sinφx sin θ
||E|| cosφy cos θ
||E|| sinφy cos θ

(3.3)
where Ex,r and Ex,i correspond to the real and imaginary part of the wave-vector in
the x-polarisation and Ey,r and Ey,i represents the respective components in the y-
polarisation where real components are given on the right hand side of Equation 3.3.
With Equations 3.2 and 3.3 and the knowledge that φ must fall between the limits of
−pi to +pi it is possible to calculate the number of allowable phase states for any given
format that utilise the four degrees of freedom of an optical wave.
A logical progression in thought might ask, how many more degrees of freedom are
possible when designing modulation formats? For example, it is well know that the
frequency of the carrier wave can be modulated. Also, future systems may use an
increased number of spatial modes, in which case, the spatial domain would represent
a further degree of freedom. The reason these additional degrees of freedom have been
neglected is owing to the following two reasons.
1. In the case of frequency being considered an additional degree of freedom Shan-
non’s theory poses the problem
How much can a communications channel convey without error if given an
available bandwidth with an average signal and noise power (in Watts)?
By this standard the available bandwidth is fixed and the challenge is to max-
imise transmission provided that the carrier remains fixed. This has been the
heuristic that the modern ITU grid is based upon and as a result would make
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any format the requires frequency modulation over a wide bandwidth infeasi-
ble.
2. The major drawback with considering the spatial domain as an addition degree
of freedom is pertaining to the fact that space is not generally denoted as a factor
in the composition of an optical wave. As will become clear in Section 3.3, in
order for the spatial domain to be considered when deriving possible energy ef-
ficient modulation formats, the energy required to place the wave in one spatial
domain or another (whether this be mechanical energy or otherwise) must be
transmutable with existing notation for amplitude, phase and polarisation. This
may be possible, though beyond the scope of this initial investigation.
3.2 Visualisation Methods
Now that it has been clearly established that a dual-polarisation optical system has
four degrees of freedom, it becomes useful to visualise how modulation formats may
look in this new four-dimensional signal space. There are well known visualisation
techniques, such as constellation diagrams and the Poincaré sphere that aid our under-
standing. The constellation diagram is useful for understanding phase and amplitude
information of symbol positions in modulation formats that use a single polarisation.
The major drawback in this technique is that it fails to convey any information on the
state of polarisation and therefore of the relative phase between x- and y-polarisations
of a dual polarisation signal. The Poincaré sphere on the other hand does a very good
job of conveying the state of polarisation but it does not convey any phase informa-
tion. Here, stereographic projection is used to give illustrative representations of four-
dimensional formats that show all states of phase for any given modulation format.
Stereographic projections are sometimes found in photography but are used here to
project four dimensional objects onto a two-dimensional surface (in this case a sheet of
paper or computer monitor). Commonly used two dimensional projections of three-
dimensional objects, such as isometric and perspective projection, can be used effec-
tively to convey information of three dimensional spaces. Stereographic projection is
similar to other three-dimensional projection techniques with the major difference be-
ing that the points are projected onto an imaginary spherical boundary1. As the vari-
able range of phases varies between −pi and pi using a spherical signal space seems
like the logical choice for visual representation. Moving from three dimensions to
four dimensions the process of stereographic projection is simply repeated by adding
a second spherical boundary outside the first, similar to a bubble inside a bubble.
The following sections (Sections 3.2.1 to 3.2.3) study examples, using stereographic
projection, to represent four-dimensional signals and how the visualisation method
1For more information visit http://www.math.cmu.edu/∼fho/jenn/(accessed May 26 2014)
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is created. It is important to note that these projections do not contain phase values
(there are no axes) but future development should enable specific information to be
directly read from such a visualisation method.
3.2.1 Simplexes
Figure 3.2: Simplexes for increasing number of dimensions N .
A simplex is the structure with the lowest number of nodes for any given dimension.
Take for instance a dot. A dot has zero dimensions and is therefore a zero dimensional
simplex. In most cases, as will be explained in Section 3.3, simplexes are generally
the most power efficient format in any given number of dimensions. Figure 3.2 shows
how a simplex may look moving from zero dimensions (N = 0) up to four dimensions
(N = 4). A simplex, in this case, can be thought of as moving to higher dimensions
by adding a point and connecting vertices to it from all existing points. The number
of nodes is always one greater than the dimension. The thickness and curvature of
the vertices in Figure 3.2, particularly in the case of N = 4, is due to the stereographic
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projection. Reusing the bubble analogy the projection con be thought of as a small
bubble encased within a larger bubble. The small bubble in this case is the single point
in the centre while the remaining four points (for the N = 4 case) are projected onto
the surface of the outer bubble. This projection technique is what gives the image the
apparent three-dimensional perception with the vertices having a thickness relating
to the distance to the invisible outer spherical boundary.
3.2.2 DP-QPSK in Four Dimensions
Figure 3.3: Construction of a four dimensional cubic constellation.
Figure 3.3 shows how a cubic constellation is constructed. The plot on the far right
of Figure 3.3 shows a four dimensional representation of DP-QPSK. DP-QPSK is a
constant intensity modulation format that has eight symbol states, four in each po-
larisation, where the eight states are φx,y = 3pi/4, pi/4,−pi/4,−3pi/4. However, from
Equation 3.2, DP QPSK also has absolute and relative phases in multiples of pi/4.
Therefore, DP-QPSK has a total of sixteen possible phase states shared across four
states of polarisation (where the four states are positive and negatively linear, right
hand circular and left hand circular). With sixteen phase states DP-QPSK is a cubic
constellation format when viewed in four dimensions. All sixteen phase locations can
be views as the nodes in Figure 3.4 where the vertices are coloured to show changes in
polarisation corresponding to relative phase changes, where red a green correspond
to positive and negatively polarised states with relative phases of φ = 0 and φ = ±pi/2
respectively and blue and orange represent right-hand circular (φ = −pi/4, 3pi/4) and
left-hand circular respectively (φ = pi/4,−3pi/4). When viewed on a standard con-
stellation diagram (similar to Figure 3.3 for N = 2) in both x- and y-polarisation, the
maximum number of distinct phase states is eight, this clearly shows that there is an
advantage to using stereographic projection as all states of phase are represented. In
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the case of DP-QPSK it becomes clear that there are redundant states of phase that are
not encoded with binary information. From this point of view it begins to become
obvious that DP-QPSK is not operating at an optimum power efficiency. This will be
covered in more depth in Section 3.3.
Figure 3.4: DP-QPSK visualised in four dimensions using stereographic projection.
3.2.3 PS-QPSK in Four Dimensions
In many ways the representation for PS-QPSK is significantly reduced in complexity
from DP-QPSK. In a conventional constellation diagram PS-QPSK is similar to QPSK
where a QPSK signal is transmitted on either the x- or y- polarisation, in contrast to
DP-QPSK where a QPSK signal is transmitted on both polarisations. This means that
PS-QPSK has the same initial eight phase states (φx,y = 3pi/4, pi/4,−pi/4,−3pi/4), how-
ever, as the data is transmitted in either polarisation at any given bit interval there is
no relative phase (φr = 0). Therefore there are no additional phase states for PS-QPSK.
From this point of view PS-QPSK can be visualised as a subset of DP-QPSK. This sim-
Figure 3.5: PS-QPSK viewed as a subset of DP-QPSK, showing all symbol states rele-
vant to PS-QPSK.
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plified visualisation is shown in Figure 3.5 where the amplitude in one polarisation
or another will reduce to zero leaving zero relative phase shift and a constellation
diagram similar to standard QPSK with a single point in the centre when viewing a
single polarisation, indeed this is what was seen during experiments and can be seen
in Section 3.4.
Figure 3.6: Triadic constellation for increasing dimensions
However, investigating PS-QPSK in more detail it can also be taken as a triadic con-
stellation format where all eight phase states are used to construct a four-dimensional
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shape without being a subset of DP-QPSK. Figure 3.6 shows how a triadic constella-
tion is constructed moving from N = 2 to N = 4, where N denotes dimension. For
N = 2 this is similar to 3PSK and is known to be an efficient format but impractical
for digital transmission as it does not have an efficient bit-mapping solution. N = 3 is
infeasible in a real system as it is impossible neglect amplitude or phase when mov-
ing to another polarisation. Therefore, N = 4 is the first triadic constellation that is
possible to implement in a real life system. While having eight symbols means that
bit-mapping is easy to solve and makes PS-QPSK a candidate for digital transmission.
3.3 What is Meant by Power Efficient?
Figure 3.7: Two Dimensional constellations for increasing number of symbol statesM .
3.3.1 Comparing the Efficiency of Modulation Formats
Karlsson and Agrell were first to identify PS-QPSK as a power efficient modulation
format [72]. They approached the problem by considering dual-polarisation formats
as having four degrees of freedom as explained in Section 3.1. From here the prob-
lem of efficiency became a sphere-packing problem in four dimensional hyperspace
[72, 73]. The sphere packing problem in optical modulation formats can be thought
of as reducing the energy per bit to its lowest value while maintaining equal distance
between adjacent symbols in euclidean space. Modulation formats can then be com-
pared by using the asymptotic power efficiency, where the number of bits per unit energy
is expressed as [72, 74]
γη =
d2min
4Eb (3.4)
where Eb is defined as the energy per bit
Eb = Eslog2M
(3.5)
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where dmin is the minimum distance between adjacent constellation points, M is the
number of symbol points and Es denotes the signal energy as illustrated in a simple
two dimensional case in Figure 3.7. Studying the two dimensional case (see Figure
3.7) it is possible to infer from the diagrams that the modulation formats can be made
more efficient by maintaining signal energy Es while increasing the number of symbol
points, M , as is the case moving from BPSK (M = 2) to 8PSK (M = 8). A further way
to increase efficiency is to reduce the signal energy Es, this would reduce the overall
signal space represented in Figure 3.7. The challenge with this approach is that for real
modulation formats the constellation points take up signal space and can increase in
size for a number of reasons, such as the introduction of noise due to transmission. For
optimum energy performance, all signal points should be an equidistant apart from
one another in euclidean space. This is where the four-dimensional visualisation tech-
niques discussed in the previous section become particularly useful. The challenge
of reducing the signal energy is a circle packing problem for the example formats
shown in Figure 3.7, where the signal energy is reduced to the point just before the
symbols overlap. For dual polarisation formats this becomes slightly more complex
as the symbol states are considered spheres. Indeed when comparing DP-QPSK to
PS-QPSK from Figures 3.4 and 3.6(N = 4) it becomes clear that as the symbols are
packed together the PS-QPSK has a more efficient solution. This can also be solved
mathematically [75], but is beyond the scope of this thesis.
In the case where all symbols have equal likelihood and equal power (i.e. DP-QPSK
and PS-QPSK) the power of the transmitter is defined as
P = REb (3.6)
where R is the baud rate [74]. In order to improve capacity of networks it is essential
that high baud rates can be utilised, to do this without greatly increasing the power
requirement of the system requires the reduction of the signal energy per bit.
One of the ways that energy per bit can be reduced is by increasing spectral efficiency.
Spectral efficiency relates to the maximum amount of digital information that is con-
veyed in a certain time interval for a finite bandwidth and is measured in units of
bits/s/Hz/pol. Spectral efficiency can also be expressed as
SE = log2M
N
2
(3.7)
where N is the number of dimensions. The standard way of comparing modulation
formats is to compare spectral efficiency against the sensitivity penalty. The sensitivity
penalty is defined as 1/γη. The spectral efficiency can be thought of as the governing
factor to reducing the energy per bit while the sensitivity penalty is used as a metric to
indicate the likelihood of symbols overlapping and thus require more sensitivity to de-
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tect. It becomes clear that simple structures such as the simplexes will have the lowest
sensitivity penalty as they have more efficient sphere packing solutions and constel-
lations with a greater number of symbols such as DP-QPSK will have greater spectral
efficiencies. The trade off between spectral efficiency versus sensitivity penalty was
carried out by [67] for a range of constellations with a varying number of symbols
M and for dimensions up to N = 4. It was found that simplexes were the most ef-
ficient formats for N = 2 and 3. For N = 4 it was found that a triadic constellation
(as explained in Section 3.2.3) with eight symbol points (M = 8) constituted the most
efficient format and was dubbed PS-QPSK due to technique in which the format is im-
plemented by modulating (or switching) between polarisations. The implementation
of the PS-QPSK format is covered in Section 3.4.
3.3.2 Power Efficient Modulation Formats in the Literature
Karlsson and Agrell [67, 68] first identified PS-QPSK as the most power efficient for-
mat. A 1.76dB better asymptotic sensitivity than binary PSK was predicted. How-
ever, if the optimal FEC decoding technique that is specially designed for a non-gray-
coded system is not employed [76, 77] the sensitivity gains are generally lower. Other
groups first simulated PS-QPSK’s performance [78, 79, 80] for 100Gb/s WDM trans-
mission and showed higher nonlinear tolerance compared to DP-QPSK. Masalkina et
al. [81] demonstrated PS-QPSK sub-carrier modulation with iterative mapping on op-
tical orthogonal-frequency-division-multiplexing. More recently, the Chalmers group
reported the first experimental demonstration of PS-QPSK at 30Gb/s on a single-
channel over a 300km transmission length [82] and reported a modified constant
modulus algorithm for PS-QPSK [83]. The work in this chapter has contributed by
performing experimental implementation of the PS-QPSK format and comparison to
DP-QPSK in a WDM system [84]. Since these early publication there has been con-
tinued interest in power efficient formats [72], with recent interest moving to higher
complexity four dimensional formats such as 6PolSK-QPSK [85, 86] where the signal
is encoded across six states of polarisation.
3.4 PS QPSK and Experiments
This section covers results published as part of an industrial collaboration with AT&T
where we reported, to our knowledge, the first experimental demonstration of the
PS-QPSK format with coherent reception and digital signal processing (DSP) in a typ-
ical terrestrial WDM system and a comparison to DP-QPSK at the same bit rate of
40.5 Gb/s. The low symbol rates of 13.5 Gbaud for PS-QPSK and 10.125 Gbaud for
DP-QPSK were chosen so that bandwidth limitations of the transmitter/receiver com-
ponents did not significantly impact the comparison. The modulation formats’ per-
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formances were compared for single-channel, back-to-back, assuming hard-decision
forward-error-correction, and for 10×100 km WDM transmission over standard SMF
with 50-GHz-spaced neighbouring channels of the same modulation format. For PS-
QPSK, in a parallel effort to that of [87], we developed a novel constrained multi-
modulus algorithm, which has improved performance to that reported in [83]. Re-
sults indicate a clear performance advantage of PS-QPSK over DP-QPSK, including
0.9dB sensitivity improvement for back-to-back (at 10−3 bit-error-ratio) and up to
1.6dB higher launch power tolerance.
3.4.1 Constructing a PS-QPSK Transmitter
Two possible transmitter designs were first suggested by Karlson et al. for the imple-
mentation of PS-QPSK [72]. One design consisted of a modified DP-QPSK modulator
where the input logic of the DP-QPSK modulator was controlled by two XOR gates so
as to reduce the number of constellation bits from 16 to 8. The XOR gates are placed so
as to force the additional constellation points onto ones that are only permissible states
for PS-QPSK. The truth table for this approach is presented in Table 3.1, where D1 to
D4 represent the four RF data streams that are connected to the DP-QPSK modulator
where an intermediate XOR function between D1 and D2 is referred to as F1.
Table 3.1: Truth Table to achieve PS-QPSK using the four data inputs of a DP-QPSK
modulator (D1-D4)
D1 D2 D3 F1=D1 XOR D2 D4=D3 XOR F1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1 1
0 1 1 1 0
1 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 1 0
1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 1
The second approach and the one used in the following experiments consisted of a
QPSK modulator and polarisation modulator in series, as shown in Figure 3.8 (left).
An external cavity laser (ECL) with 100kHz linewidth at 1550nm is followed by a
double-nested Mach-Zehnder modulator with a 3dB bandwidth >28GHz, to which
215 − 1 pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS) are applied. This PRBS was initially cho-
sen and later the PRBS was increased to 231 − 1 when taking WDM measurements.
The RF signal was generated from a pattern generator and amplified by drivers with
30GHz bandwidth. For PS-QPSK, the QPSK signal passes through a single-drive po-
larisation modulator (Versawave PL-40G-5) having 40GHz bandwidth, where an ap-
plied RF drive voltage switches the polarization between two orthogonal states.
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Figure 3.8: PS-QPSK Transmitter (left) and DP-QPSK Transmitter (right)
In order to make a comparison to DP-QPSK a transmitter was constructed by again us-
ing a double-nested Mach-Zehnder modulator (Figure 3.8 right), driven with a PRBS
at 10.125 Gb/s. This baud rate was chosen to be lower than the PS-QPSK transmitter
to have a comparable bit rate. From the Mach-Zehnder modulator the signal passes
through a polarisation-multiplexing stage consisting of a 3dB coupler where the signal
passed through a 30 ns delay in one arm relative to the other in order to decorrelate
between the polarisations after which the signal is recombined in a polarization beam
combiner.
3.4.2 Back-to-back Sensitivity Comparison
A simple setup was used for the investigation of the back-to-back sensitivities, as
shown in Figure 3.9, where the PS-QPSK transmitter shown is swapped with the DP-
QPSK transmitter shown in Figure 3.8 (right).
Figure 3.9: Experimental set-up for PS-QPSK back-to-back measurements. For DP-
QPSK, a polarization multiplexing stage replaces the polarisation modulator, and
10.125Gb/s data signals are applied to the QPSK modulator.
In order to noise-load the channel, amplified spontaneous emission from an erbium-
doped fibre amplifier (EDFA) was used, followed by an attenuator that controlled the
amount of noise added to the link. Once the noise was added the signal was ampli-
fied through a two stage optical amplifier and filtered via passband filters with 36 GHz
bandwidth. A polarization and phase-diverse coherent receiver follows, consisting of
a polarization-diverse 90 deg hybrid, a local oscillator (LO) of ∼ 100 kHz linewidth,
and four balanced 20 GHz photo-detectors. A four-channel real-time sampling oscil-
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loscope with 50 GSa/s sample rate and 18 GHz analogue bandwidth performs the
sampling and analogue to digital conversion (ADC), and a desktop computer then
post-processes the captured data.
Before taking coherent measurements and carrying out offline processing the system
was also altered to allow tuning with direct detection. This was done using a direct
detector with a polarisation beam splitter and polarisation switch. This allowed each
polarisation to be viewed independently and the switch allowed both polarisations to
be viewed in quick succession. This allowed the delays in the transmitter to be set
correctly where the eye diagrams for both PS-QPSK and QPSK can be seen in Fig-
ure 3.10. For the QPSK format (Figure 3.10(right)) the eye diagram was the same in
both polarisations where the bit transition is characterised by an amplitude modula-
tion where the amplitude modulation is a characteristic of Mach-Zehnder modulators
as a drive signal will cause the Mach-Zehnder to momentarily pass through a null in
its transfer function, causing a change in amplitude. The phase encoded bits are en-
coded between the points of amplitude modulation. For DP-QPSK the eye diagram in
each polarisation remains the same in both polarisations with a 30 ps delay between
both polarisations. For the PS-QPSK format both x- and y-polarisations have similarly
structured eyes with a slight delay between the two. The eye consists of amplitude
modulations similar to QPSK and a low rail at zero amplitude. This lower eyelid is
due to half the power being transmitted on the opposite polarisation. The bits are
transmitted at the points where the eye is open and the delays are set to maximise the
opening of the eye.
Figure 3.10: Eye diagrams of PS-QPSK in each polarisation (left) and QPSK (right).
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Figure 3.11 shows a comparison of the back-to-back sensitivities in terms of signal-to-
noise ratio (Eb/N0) using coherent detection and offline signal processing, discussed
in Section 3.4.3, whereN0 is the power spectral density of the additive noise. At a BER
of 10−3, PS-QPSK shows a 0.9 dB improvement in sensitivity compared to DP-QPSK,
assuming hard FEC, agreeing well with the 0.97dB difference according to theory [68]
and an independent demonstration of PS-QPSK sub-carrier modulation [82]. The sen-
sitivity difference increases to 1.5dB at 10−5 BER, indicating that it is approaching the
asymptotic sensitivity difference of 1.76dB first reported by Karlsson [67].
Figure 3.11: Back-to-back measurements for PS-QPSK and DP-QPSK
3.4.3 Receiver DSP Algorithms
Figure 3.12: Offline digital signal processing flow chart.
The DSP presented here was done as part of an industrial collaboration and was de-
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veloped primarily by Dr. Xiang Zhou. The author was in charge of capturing and
processing the experimental data using the previously developed algorithms, where
the constrained multi-modulus algorithm was developed through discussions with
both Dr. Zhou and the author. The flow chart diagram for the offline receiver DSP
used in the experiment is shown in Figure 3.12. After digital compensation of opti-
cal front errors (sampling skews and hybrid phase errors) and anti-aliasing filtering,
the 50 GSa/s signal is first down-sampled to a sample rate (approximately) equal to
2 times baud rate. After that, the bulk chromatic dispersion (CD) is compensated us-
ing a frequency-domain based static equaliser. Note that CD compensation is only
used for the transmission experiments covered in Section 3.4.4. The clock used to re-
sample the signal is extracted by using the classic “square and filter method.” Next,
we perform simultaneous polarisation recovery and residual CD compensation by us-
ing a 13-tap, T/2-spaced 2×2 adaptive equaliser. This adaptive equaliser is initialised
by using decision-independent blind equalisation algorithms (for pre-convergence),
where the classic constant modulus algorithm (CMA) is used for DP-QPSK and a
new constrained multi-modulus algorithm (MMA), developed by Dr. Xiang Zhou, is
used for PS-QPSK. Once convergence is reached, the decision-independent algorithms
switch to a decision-directed least-mean-square (DD-LMS) algorithm for stable-state
operation. Note that the traditional CMA [88] or multiple modulus algorithm (MMA)
such as the cascaded MMA [89] cannot be used for polarisation de-multiplexing of
a PS-QPSK signal, because the signal components in the two orthogonal polarisation
states are correlated and the equaliser may converge to any combination of two phase-
shifted QPSK signals. The proposed constrained MMA exploits the signal correlation
between the two orthogonal polarisations and de-multiplexes the PS-QPSK signal in
each of the two orthogonal polarisations as a five-point constellation (1, j, -1, -j, 0), as
can be seen in Figure 3.13b. Let Zx(n) and Zy(n) represent the equalised signals and
Rx(n) andRy(n) denote the expected square values of the radius/modulus of the con-
stellation in the x and y polarisations, respectively. The constrained MMA calculates
the feedback errors from
Ex(n) = |Zx(n)|2 −Rx(n)
Ey(n) = |Zy(n)|2 −Ry(n) (3.8)
where
Rx(n) = E
{
|Zx(n)|2 + |Zy(n)|2
}
and Ry(n) = 0, if |Zx(n)2 > |Zy(n)|2
Rx(n) = 0 and Ry(n) = E
{
|Zx(n)|2 + |Zy(n)|2
}
, if |Zx(n)2 > |Zy(n)|2 (3.9)
For the case when |Zx(n)| = |Zy(n)|, we let Ex = Ey = 0. Our experimental results
have shown that the constrained MMA has very robust convergence performance and
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therefore can be used as either an independent blind equalisation algorithm for PS-
QPSK or as a pre-equalisation algorithm. Because this algorithm inherently minimises
the cross correlation between the two orthogonal polarizations, the singularity prob-
lem is much less likely to occur as compared to the CMA for DP-QPSK. In Figure 3.13
(a) and (b) we show the recovered constellation diagrams for 40.5 Gb/s DP-QPSK and
40.5 Gb/s PS-QPSK, respectively, for back-to-back measurements without additional
loading noise. The five point constellation shown for PS-QPSK is comparable to Fig-
ure 3.5 where four of the points collapse due to there being a signal on only a single
polarisation at any given sampling interval.
Figure 3.13: Recovered constellation diagrams for back-to-back measurement of (a)
40.5Gb/s DP-QPSK and (b) 40.5Gb/s PS-QPSK.
Carrier frequency and phase recovery are implemented after the initial equalisation
stage. The frequency offset between the LO and the signal is estimated by using a
constellation-assisted two-stage blind frequency search method [90]: the frequency
offset is first scanned at a step size of 10 MHz and then at a step size of 1 MHz, and the
optimal frequency offset is the one that gives the minimum mean-square error. For
each trial frequency, the carrier phase is first recovered (with best effort) by using a
proposed two-stage phase estimation algorithm [91], and decisions made following
this phase estimation are then used as reference signals for mean-square error cal-
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culation. Note that this frequency recovery method is applicable for any modulation
format and can reliably recover carrier frequency by using only tens of symbols (64 are
used in this experiment). The carrier phase is estimated by using a two-stage method:
the carrier phase recovered from the previous symbol is first fed back and used as an
initial test phase angle. The “decided” signal made following this initial test phase
angle is then used as a reference signal for a more accurate maximum-likelihood (ML)
based phase recovery through a feed-forward configuration [91]. To reduce the proba-
bility of cycle slipping (no differential coding/encoding is applied in this experiment),
sliding-window based symbol-by-symbol phase estimation is employed, and the win-
dow size is optimized for each case. For PS-QPSK only half of the symbols can be used
for phase estimation for each polarisation, while for DP-QPSK all the symbols are used
for the phase estimation, for fair comparison, joint x- and y-polarisation phase estima-
tion is only applied to PS-QPSK. For symbol-to-bit mapping, the principle described
in [67] has been used for PS-QPSK. For bit-error-ratio (BER) calculation, errors are
counted over more than 1.2× 106 bits of information.
3.4.4 Transmission Experiment
Figure 3.14: Experimental set-up for WDM transmission experiments over 10×100km
of standard SMF.
A full transmission system set-up, as shown in Figure 3.14, was used to investigate
the performance of PS-QPSK compared to that of DP-QPSK in a WDM transmission
system. The transmitters for the channel-under-test at 1550.14 nm were the same as
those used for the back-to-back sensitivity measurements for PS-QPSK and DP-QPSK.
As shown in Figure 3.14, an additional 19 C-band loading channels were combined
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with the signal channel in a 50 GHz wavelength selective switch (WSS), such that
there were five 50 GHz-spaced channels on both sides of the channel-under-test as
well as nine additional channels at 100 GHz spacing to load the EDFAs. The resulting
WDM spectrum can be seen in Figure 3.15 where all channels are shown with their
respective power and spacing. The spectrum was measured at the output of the final
EDFA after 1000 km of transmission for an output power of 17 dBm where the power
axis in Figure 3.15 was adjusted to account for the loss of the coupler.
Figure 3.15: WDM spectrum of PS-QPSK after transmission over 1000 km of fibre.
At the transmitter, the sets of odd and even loading channels were independently
modulated with the same modulation format and bit-rate as the channel-under-test
and were transmitted through 30 km spools of standard SMF for decorrelation. The
transmission line consisted of ten 100 km spans of standard SMF (average 20.5 dB
loss) and two-stage erbium-doped fibre amplifiers (EDFA) that were set to launch a
flat spectrum into the fibre spans for output powers ranging from 10 to 19 dBm (−3 to
+6 dBm/ch). No optical dispersion compensation was used. A wavelength blocker
and WSS at the mid-stage of the EDFAs after spans 3 and 6, respectively, allowed for
individual channel power equalisation to compensate the accumulated EDFA gain
ripple. After the tenth SMF span, the signals were noise-loaded and the channel-
under-test was selected with a WSS and sent to the previously described polarisation-
and phase-diverse coherent receiver.
For both modulation formats and a 9 dB range of launch powers into the SMF spans,
we recorded the sampled and digitised data sets after the 1000 km transmission for dif-
ferent levels of noise-loading of the channel-under-test. The received OSNRs, without
additional noise loading after 1000 km transmission, ranged from 16.3 dB to 25.0 dB
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for −3 dBm/ch to +6 dBm/ch launch power, respectively. The DSP algorithms de-
scribed in Section 3.4.3 were then used to calculate curves of bit-error-ratio (BER)
versus received OSNR, as shown in Figure 3.16 for PS-QPSK. These results were in
agreement with the WDM simulations of [76, 77] and show a noise floor as power per
channel increase due to the onset of nonlinearities. As shown in Figure 3.16, at 4 dBm
per channel launch power, PS-QPSK had less than 2 dB OSNR penalty relative to its
back-to-back (at BER = 10−3), whereas DP-QPSK had more than 4 dB OSNR penalty
relative to its back-to-back at the same 10−3 BER, indicating that PS-QPSK has higher
nonlinear tolerance.
Figure 3.16: BER versus received OSNR for PS-QPSK after WDM transmission over
10× 100 km SSMF.
The curves of BER versus received OSNR for both modulation formats were then
used to calculate the required OSNRs for 10−3 and 3.8 × 10−3 BER by using standard
quadratic curve fitting with the results plotted in Figure 3.17. Note that the required
OSNR for back-to-back in the WDM system setup is shown by the points furthest to
the left with the origin of the x-axis referring to the back-to-back configuration. Allow-
ing 1 dB required OSNR penalty relative to each modulation format’s own back-to-
back sensitivity at 10−3 BER, PS-QPSK could tolerate approximately 1.6dB/ch higher
launch power than DP-QPSK for the 10× 100 km transmission. Adding the 0.9dB im-
provement in back-to-back sensitivity for PS-QPSK to its higher nonlinear tolerance
gives it a 2.5dB overall advantage in terms of OSNR margin compared to DP-QPSK.
Of course, the sensitivity and nonlinear tolerance could be utilised to obtain signifi-
cantly longer reach for PS-QPSK systems. This has been experimentally verified where
PS-QPSK was found to have a 30 % greater reach than DP-QPSK for 7-channel WDM
transmission over 13640 km [92].
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Figure 3.17: Required OSNR for PS-QPSK and DP-QPSK (both at 40.5Gb/s) after
WDM transmission over 10×100 km SMF for a range of launch powers into the spans.
PS-QPSK tolerance to nonlinearities: Nonlinearities can be reduced in a number of
ways, the most obvious of which is by reducing the amount of power in the optical
fibre. By reducing the energy per bit it is possible to increase the number of bits in the
fibre without increasing the overall power density, and concurrently the nonlinearity,
in the fibre. The back-to-back results presented here indicate that PS-QPSK has a 0.9dB
sensitivity improvement over DP-QPSK indicating that PS-QPSK uses less energy per
bit.
In the experiments presented here dispersion is compensated digitally in the receiver
for both PS-QPSK and DP-QPSK. The WDM results showed DP-QPSK to have a re-
quired OSNR of ∼ 13.1 dB/0.1nm at 10−3 BER, over 4 dB higher the back-to-back
requirement. This compares to a ∼ 10 dB/0.1nm required OSNR of PS-QPSK at 10−3
BER, indicating that PS-QPSK has bulk OSNR tolerance of 2 dB greater. When in-
vestigating optimal launch powers it was found that this bulk improvement can be
increased to 2.5 dB. This improvement indicates that PS-QPSK has a greater nonlin-
ear tolerance of over 1 dB given by the power efficiency per bit alone. This has been
an area of great interest with many groups studying the benefits of PS-QPSK under
such conditions [76, 77, 92]. It has recently been suggested that the benefits of PS-
QPSK are purely a result of a trade off between information spectral density versus
launch power [93]. This is indeed accurate when studying PS-QPSK as a pure sub-
set of DP-QPSK, as shown in Figure 3.5 and would be similar to the coded imple-
mentation of PS-QPSK shown in Table 3.1 where PS-QPSK can be thought of as DP-
QPSK with added redundancy. However, polarisation modulation such as PS-QPSK
may still have efficiencies over standard multiplexing when considered in the multi-
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dimensional visualisation given at the start of this chapter. As mentioned at the time
the format is only optimised in phase amplitude and polarisation and does not take
frequency into account. It is possible to create new transceivers that switch between
multiple polarisations, such as 6PolSk-QPSK [85] that utilise the full signal space as
presented in Figure 3.4. A similar approach could be used to design transmitters that
modulate in an even grater number of dimensions, such as the frequency or spatial
domain to find the most efficient format in all real dimensions.
3.5 Chapter Summary
The chapter began by addressing the dimensionality of waves propagating in a fibre
where PS-QPSK was found to be a likely candidate as the most efficient modulation
format in four dimensions, those being phase and amplitude in two polarisations. A
visualisation technique known as stereographic projection was introduced and ap-
plied to modulation formats for the first time, to the authors knowledge. It is hoped
that such visualisation techniques will be incorporated into detection DSP of future
experiments to give added information of relative phases between polarisations when
using dual polarisation formats.
An experimental demonstration of the PS-QPSK format in a typical terrestrial WDM
system was then presented and compared with the performance of polarisation-
multiplexed QPSK at the same bit rate of 40.5 Gb/s. The low symbol rates of
13.5 Gbaud for PS-QPSK and 10.125 Gbaud for DP-QPSK were chosen to avoid band-
width limitations of the transmitter and receiver components. PS-QPSK and DP-QPSK
were compared for a single-channel, back-to-back configuration, and for 10 × 100km
WDM transmission over standard SMF with 50 GHz-spaced neighbour channels of
the same modulation format. A novel constrained multi-modulus algorithm for PS-
QPSK was also discussed and was developed concurrently to that of [87]. The re-
sults demonstrate compelling advantages of PS-QPSK over DP-QPSK, including 0.9dB
sensitivity improvement for back-to-back (at 10−3 BER) assuming conventional hard-
decision forward-error-correction and up to 1.6 dB higher launch power tolerance for
a 1 dB penalty in required OSNR relative to back-to-back. Thus, PS-QPSK may be
considered a candidate for ultra-long haul transmission while other candidates with
higher spectral efficiencies are currently an topic of interest to achieve greater overall
capacity [86].
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Benefits and Limits of Multi Mode
Fibres
"All of old. Nothing else ever. Ever tried. Ever failed. No matter. Try again. Fail again.
Fail better." Samuel Beckett
In order to supply vast amounts of information over optical networks research is con-
stantly trying to improve current networks and imagine optical networks of the future.
Chapter 3 of this thesis investigated one possible improvement for current networks.
This chapter, along with Chapter 5, investigates some of the more radical approaches
that research in the area is currently focused on. Specifically, this chapter investigates
the potential for new fibre designs to outstrip the capacity of current SMF. Currently
multi-mode fibres and few mode fibres are under intensive study. Though such fibres
have potential to deliver greater capacity compared to traditional fibres, and this po-
tential will be discussed in Section 4.1, the design of such fibres leads to significantly
complex propagation characteristics. The impact of nonlinear effects in MMF, par-
ticularly nonlinear effects between co-propagating modes, is of particular interest in
assessing the benefits and limits of such fibres.
This chapter discusses, in Section 4.1, some of the major benefits that can be achieved
by using radical new fibres. In order to define the limits of such fibres a series of
experiments were carried out in order to understand the propagation characteristics
of multi-mode fibres, this work is presented in Sections 4.2 to 4.4. This experimental
work focuses on the nonlinear propagation characteristics of multi-mode fibre. Section
4.5 then uses the information garnered from the experimental work to calculate the
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limits of multi-mode fibre and ultimately define capacity limits of multi-mode fibres.
4.1 Multi-mode and Few Mode Fibres
Multi-mode fibre, as covered in Chapter 2, can support several higher order modes
at a particular wavelength by adjusting the core and cladding refractive indices and
by increasing the core diameter. As outlined in the chapter introduction, the subject
of multi-mode is currently a topic of intense study [94, 95, 96, 97]. Continued growth
and demand on optical communication systems has served to ignite an interest in
the design and manufacturing of new types of multi-mode fibres. Recently there has
been particular interest shown in the area of few mode fibres [98]. These new fibres,
along with mode multiplexing, have enabled the demonstration of higher capacities
in optical networks [99].
Multi-mode propagation is not new, with much of the prior work showing that cross-
mode effects may degrade the signal [100, 101]. It was these inter-mode effects, in
some cases between hundreds of modes, made the complexity of multi-mode fibres
overwhelming. However, FMFs accommodate only 4 to 6 LP modes, significantly
reducing some of the cross-mode effects, whilst still providing for higher capacity.
Another advantage of FMF is the larger effective area, enabling higher optical power
densities to be launched into the fibre, without causing a power dependant refractive
index change and in so doing reduce nonlinear effects such as self phase modulation
and four wave mixing. Given the differential group delay between modes of a FMF,
it has been assumed that, unlike multi-mode fibres [102], the nonlinear behaviour of
each excited mode would be similar to a single mode fibre with intra-mode effects
prevalent [103]. Taking this assumption into account it is possible to calculate the
nonlinear Shannon limit for each mode of a FMF, in a similar manner to the material
covered in Chapter 2. As can be seen in Figure 4.1, FMF can be used to achieve higher
spectral densities compared to single mode fibre. This improvement is largely depen-
dent on the larger effective area of each of the LP modes, the parameters are shown in
Table 4.1 were used to model the fibre performance over 2000 km. Further analysis on
the nonlinear Shannon limit is covered in greater detail in Section 4.5 but is presented
here for clarity.
This simplified approach to FMFs, along with the promise of greater capacity, has lead
the community to broadly adopt such fibres. However, as this work will show, some
of the assumptions made regarding FMFs are over-simplistic and based on numerical
models without a significant amount of experimental verification. To this end exper-
imental measurements were conducted, as part of this thesis, to verify the models in
use and measure directly both intra- and inter-mode characteristics. The results of
these experiments along with the methods used to acquire them are presented in the
following section (Sections 4.2 to 4.4).
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Figure 4.1: Depiction of improved nonlinear performance and greater total capacity
of FMFs (green) compared to standard SMF (black). The solid, dashed, dotted and
dot-dashed lines correspond to the LP01, LP02,LP11 and LP21 respectively. The linear
Shannon limit is depicted by the blue curve
4.1.1 Fibre in Use
For these experiments, several types of FMF were used. Each fibre was selected specif-
ically for certain characteristics, in order to fully investigate multi-mode propagation.
All fibre used was provided by OFS along with useful fabrication and design data.
A summary of important parameters, for each fibre, are included in Table 4.1. The
parameters for each individual mode were calculated by the refractive index profile
of each fibre. Unfortunately, it was not possible to verify these calculations due to the
proprietary nature of the refractive index profile. However, experimental measure-
ments carried out on the fibre matched the calculations closely and are discussed in
more detail , as required, throughout this chapter. Three different fibre types were
used, a four mode fibre, two mode fibre and a four mode fibre designed to have low
DGD. It is important that the nonlinear performance of these fibres are understood as
each of these fibres has the potential to be deployed in first generation, high capacity,
FMF systems [104, 38, 98].
The four mode fibre supported four LP modes at the standard 1.5 µm operating wave-
length. The fibre was a step index fibre and was used for all experiments investigating
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Table 4.1: Data for OFS few mode fibres. Values for dispersion, dispersion slope and
effective area, at 1550nm, are calculated from the index profile for all fibres.
Fibre I: Four Mode Fibre Data
Lengths (m) 20000 8000
Core diameter (µm) 24.8
Fibre Diameter (µm) 124.9
Coating diameter (µm) 241
Mode LP01 LP11 LP21 LP02
Dispersion (ps/nm km) 21.1 22.02 21.39 17.54
Dispersion slope (ps/nm km) 0.06559 0.063669 0.05644 0.042717
Effective area (µm2) 313.4 420.05 471.23 294.38
Calculated DGD Relative
to LP01 (ps/m)
2.038 3.89 2.9386
Fibre II: Two Mode Graded Index Fibre Data
Length (m) 10000
Core diameter (µm) ≈ 25
Fibre Diameter (µm) 125
Coating diameter (µm) 240
Mode LP01 LP11
Dispersion (ps/nm km) 29.93 20.095
Dispersion slope (ps/nm km) 0.0666 0.06532
Effective area (µm2) 96.17 190.87
Calculated DGD Relative
to LP01 (ps/m)
0.144
Fibre III: Low DGD FMF Data
Length (m) 29980
Core diameter (µm) ≈ 24.8
Fibre Diameter (µm) 125.1
Coating diameter (µm) 240
Mode LP01 LP11 LP21 LP02
Dispersion (ps/nm km) 18.7 19 18.6 17.9
Dispersion slope (ps/nm km) 0.068 0.068 0.065 0.063
Effective area (µm2) 91 91 122 183
Measured DGD Relative to LP01 (ps/m)
Inner End 0.25 0.27 0.3
Outer End 0.47 0.66 0.5
FMF nonlinearity, with the exception of investigations into four wave mixing effects.
Two separate lengths of the fibre were used, 20 km and 8 km. This was done in order
to discriminate pulses of separate modes in the temporal domain by using the fibre’s
own DGD. The 8km fibre was used as it was approximately one soliton length of the
primary LP01 mode (see Section 4.3 for more details).
The two mode fibre supported two LP modes at the standard 1.5µm operating wave-
length. The fibre has a graded index profile, which helps minimise modal dispersion.
It was used in conjunction with the four mode fibre to carry out measurements of self
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phase modulation, the results of which are presented in Section 4.3.
Finally, a low differential group delay fibre, supporting four LP modes at the standard
1.5µm operating wavelength, was used. A 30km length of this fibre was used for
experiments investigating four wave mixing effects in FMF. Results of these tests can
be found in Section 4.4.
4.2 Investigations into Stimulated Brillouin Scattering in FMF
The first of the prevalent nonlinear propagation effects investigated in few mode fibre
was the Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) effect. SBS is an inelastic scattering pro-
cess, meaning that there is a direct transfer of optical energy into the material dielec-
tric causing a nonlinear response. For SBS this results in the generation of an acoustic
wave through a phenomenon known as electrostriction [105, 106], causing a periodic
modulation of the refractive index of the material. The scattering occurs between the
light wave and the induced acoustic phonon. In order to investigate SBS in FMF the
setup in Figure 4.2 was constructed. The set-up consists of several key parts.
Figure 4.2: Experimental setup for experimental investigations into SBS in FMF. LO is
used as a local oscillator for a heterodyne technique explained in the text while port 3
of the 2× 2 coupler allows back-reflected power to be measured.
Source: A standard DFB laser was used to produce a continuous wave at 1555 nm,
with a maximum output power of∼ 5dBm. The laser was used as the input source for
an EDFA with a total gain of 27dBm with an optical isolator at its output to prevent
unwanted reflections from the remainder of the system. This section of the experiment
made up the optical source and was connected to the input of the optical coupler, as
can be seen from Figure 4.2. The optical coupler used in the experiment was a standard
2 × 2 fused coupler with 50% of the optical power going to each of the two output
ports (labelled "Port 1" and "Port 2" in Figure 4.2), with an excess loss ∼ 1dB. When
measured at low power (<0dBm), it was found that the extinction ratio between the
output ports one and two had >50dB extinction with Port 3.
Port 1: At the output of port 1 a second coupler was used, where the two output ports
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were connected to each other with a 10dB attenuator. This formed a loop mirror where
the original signal is reflected, providing a local oscillator (labelled LO in Figure 4.2)
for heterodyne detection at the PD of port 3. This LO forms a heterodyne method
used to directly obtain the Brillouin gain spectral shape and is a derivative method of
[107, 108].
Port 2: Consisted of a 20 km length of FMF (Fibre I in Table 4.1). This fibre was spliced
on both ends to standard SMF leading to a SMF to FMF splice at the input to the 20 km
and a FMF to SMF splice at the output. The alignment of the splice was adjusted for
minimum loss through the splice using a 1550nm source that was connecterised with
a single mode fibre and the power at the output of the FMF was monitored using a
wide area detector while butt-coupling alignment of the input was made in the fusion
splicer. Once spliced the fibre output was connected to a power monitor to recorded
optical power after transmission through the fibre.
Port 3: Was used as the monitor port to measure reflected power through the 2×2 cou-
pler. The port was monitored with a variety of measurement equipment, including,
an OSA, RF spectrum analyser and optical power meter.
4.2.1 Results of SBS Investigations
Figure 4.3: Result of SBS threshold measurement with experimental data measuring
back-reflected power is shown in black while the condition for stimulated Brillouin
scattering is shown in red for a value of µ = 0.01 based on Equation 4.1.
SBS Threshold Measurements: SBS threshold, the critical point where the Brillouin
scattering noise becomes stimulated, is one of the main characterisation metrics used
to quantify the effects of SBS. SBS power measurements are the simplest way to mea-
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sure the SBS threshold. This is done by measuring the back-reflected power at the
fibre input. The experimental result, of reflected power, is shown in Figure 4.3. This
was done using the experimental setup shown in Figure 4.2 with the exclusion of the
LO on port 1. Reflected power was measured using an optical detector placed at port
3. There are various definitions for SBS threshold, all with the common theme of re-
flected power, or Stokes power, being considered a fraction µ of the total input power.
At this point the process becomes "stimulated" as there is efficient conversion of en-
ergy between the input wave and the reflected Stokes wave. The SBS threshold can be
expressed as:
Ps(0) = µP0 (4.1)
where Ps is the Stokes power as a fraction, µ, of the input power, P0. The measured
data shown in Figure 4.3 shows a threshold at 17.8 dBm of input power for a 20 km
length of FMF. The traditional formula to analytically estimate the threshold power of
SBS in SMF is given in Equation 4.2 where x = 21 and is the traditional approximation
for SBS power threshold [23, 42, 108, 109, 110].
Pth = x
Aeffα
gB
(4.2)
There are several distinctions that must be made before using such an approximate
solution. First of all, when Smith [109] originally derived Equation 4.2 in 1972, fibre
loss was considerably higher, leading to an assumption for the fibre loss (α) being
20 dB/km. This has lead to suggestions that these inaccuracies using Equation 4.2
can be compensated by adjusting the numerical factor (x = 21) to a lower number
[111, 112]. Secondly,the factor for effective mode area (Aeff ) refers to the acousto-
optic effective area, even though values for optical effective area are commonly inter-
changed. Acousto-optic effective area can be calculated in a similar manor to optical
effective area, where the acoustic guiding of the core region can be expressed in the
form of the Helmholtz equation with a squared relationship with radius [113]. Fur-
thermore Equation 4.2 only takes into account contributions from the fundamental
acousto-optic mode. However the acousto-optic modes are more strongly guided and
as a result contributions from a greater number of modes should be expected as the
radius of the fibre is increased [113]. Here, to account for differences between the SBS
threshold of SMF versus the new FMF that has been measured, a higher numerical
correction factor of 4500 (x = 4500) is suggested to further extend the use of Equation
4.2. The numerical factor is used to balance several aspects of the equation. Primarily,
it is used here to account for the difference between the optical effective area and the
acousto-optic effective area of several acoustic modes. The numerical factor (x = 4500)
serves a secondary role of accounting for a reduced loss (α = 0.2 dB/km) and any in-
accuracy for the peak Brillouin gain factor gB , which is assumed to be approximately
that of standard SMF (gB = 3×10−9cm/W). This assumption, that peak Brillouin gain
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(gB) will remain the same for SMF and FMF, is based on the fact that gB is defined by
material characteristics of the fibre such as refractive index and material density that
are similar for both SMF and FMF 1. This numerical factor may be adjusted slightly in
the future to account for improvements in SMF to FMF coupling. One of the draw-
backs of the experimental setup in Figure 4.2 is the SMF to FMF splice at the output of
port 2, future systems without this drawback may require a revised numerical factor
to account for the improved coupling.
Figure 4.4: Surface plot showing all optical spectra of measured back-reflected power.
Both the local oscillator (LO) seed pump and the SBS gain peak are labelled.
SBS Gain Measurements:To complement the threshold measurements, a series of SBS
gain measurements were taken. An experiment to measure the SBS gain was carried
out using the same experimental setup that was used for taking the SBS power mea-
surements except with the inclusion of a local oscillator (see Figure 4.2) to allow the
use of a heterodyne technique to directly measure the Brillouin gain spectrum. The
input power was adjusted between 18 to 28 dBm (to remain above SBS threshold of
17.8 dBm) and the reflected power was measured on port 3 using an optical spectrum
analyser. The results of this can be seen in Figure 4.4 where the LO and SBS gain peak
can be clearly seen separated by 10.9 GHz. The 10.9 GHz separation corresponds to
the Brillouin frequency shift and is ≈ 11 GHz in standard SMF [23]. Figure 4.4 also
shows that as the input power increases so too does the gain of the SBS signal.
The gain of the SBS is more accurately represented in Figure 4.5 where the experi-
1gB should not be confused with gm, defined in Chapter 2, that refers to the Brillouin gain of the mth
mode and gB refers to the peak of the total gain spectrum
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Figure 4.5: Measured SBS gain (black squares) compared against two analytical mod-
els for SBS in both the depleted (green) and undepleted (red) pump regime.
mentally measured Brillouin gain is plotted against an analytical model. By using the
setup shown in Figure 4.2 the back-reflected power from the FMF to SMF splice acted
as a Stokes seed power and was directly linked to the input power, this accounted
for a slight increase for Stokes seed power as the input was increased, it is known
that as this seed power is increased the gain saturates earlier, leading to a decrease
in gain compared to cases with smaller seed power. This association with the seed
power accounts for the slight deviation from the analytical models plotted in Figure
4.5. The two models plotted in Figure 4.5 account for SBS gain in the undepleted (red
trace) and depleted (green trace) pump regimes respectively. The undepleted pump
approximation (UPA) is given by the analytical expression [42]
GUPAamp = exp
[
−αL+ u1− e
−αL
αL
]
(4.3)
where L is the fibre length in meters and α is the fibre loss in watts per meter and u is
a simplification to express
u = γBP0L (4.4)
where γB = gB/Aeff and gB and Aeff are the acoustic mode peak Brillouin gain and
effective area respectively.
In the case of the depleted pump, a closed-form approximate analytical expression for
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Brillouin gain in the depleted pump region is taken from [42]
GDPAamp =
P0
Pseed
(
1− Λ + ln[Λ(1− Λ/u)]
u
)
e−αL (4.5)
where u is defined in Equation 4.4, Λ = − ln[γBPseedL] and Pseed is the Stokes seed
power.
These analytical expression are useful tools to compare measured results to what
one might expect and to avoid laborious numerical calculations to derive the result
from coupled ordinary differential equations describing SBS. The match to numeri-
cal data was achieved for both the depleted and undepleted pump approximations
with a Stokes seed power of Pseed = −42 dBm (corresponding to less than 0.001%
reflected power from the splice to SMF at the output of the FMF) and a value for
γB = 0.003m−1W−1. This value for γB is considerably smaller than values for stan-
dard SMF (≈ 0.14m−1W−1), this is due to relationship of the acousto-optic effective
area with γB . The acousto-optic effective area for FMF appears to be much larger than
that of SMF, as one might expect with FMF having a larger optical effective area al-
lowing it to support a greater number of both optical and acoustic modes. The gain
measurements shown here indicate that standard analytical approaches of assessing
SBS gain in SMF can be used for modelling the behaviour of FMF once the effect of
having a larger acousto-optic effective area is taken into consideration.
Figure 4.6: Measured RF spectrum of SBS gain (squares) with Lorentzian fit (red).
Finally, Figure 4.6 shows the RF spectrum of the SBS signal when measured on at
port 3 using an RF spectrum analyser. The results are similar to that of standard SMF
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with the SBS spectrum fitting a Lorentzian profile. From Figure 4.6 the spectral shift is
10.91 GHz and the gain bandwidth is≈ 30 MHz both results are comparable to the ex-
pected value for standard SMF and this is due to the frequency shift being dependant
on the material being used to propagate the signal as given in Equation 4.6.
νB =
2nνA
λp
(4.6)
where n is the refractive index, νB and νA are the Brillouin frequency shift and the
acoustic velocity in the medium respectively and λp is the pump wavelength. As SMF
and FMF are made of silica and operate in the C-band, one would expect that the
Brillouin frequency shift would be similar for both.
Though these experiments show that SBS can be generated in FMF and the threshold
is higher than SMF, as one might expect, due to the higher effective area. The effect of
SBS itself is largely the same in few-mode and single mode fibre due to the fibres hav-
ing the same material composition. However, the assumption made for SMF where
acoustic and optical effective are taken to be equal is no longer a valid assumption
when dealing with FMF and further experimental work is required to investigate the
relationship between the acoustic effective areas and the SBS threshold.
4.3 Investigations into SPM Effects
"Only single-mode fibres can be used for long distance communications. Multimode fibres
carry many modes of different phase and group velocities. The difference in group veloc-
ities of the different modes causes spreading of the temporal envelopes of the individual
pulse-excited modes and thus cannot maintain high bit-rate pulse streams (short pulses)
over large distances (several kilometres)." Hermann A. Haus
The above quote encapsulates the challenges that face any new fibre system that
utilises multi-mode fibres. What Hermann Haus is referring to [114] are the effects
of dispersion and self-phase modulation (SPM). These effects are detrimental to high
bit-rate, long distance systems due to their degrading effect on the shape of the optical
pulses travelling through a length of optical fibre. However, they are effects that affect
both SMF and multi-mode fibres. As a high intensity pulse propagates down a fibre
the intensity of the pulse will induce a nonlinear refractive index. In turn, the phase
of the propagating signal becomes modulated due to the nonlinear refractive index
and this effect is known as self-phase modulation. As the phase modulation of the
signal is a result of the signals own intensity the phase change can be explained by the
expression,
φSPM = γ
∫ L
0
P0dz (4.7)
where γ is the nonlinear coefficient, L is the fibre length and P0 is the signal power.
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When other fibre characteristics such as loss and dispersion are considered then pulse
distortions in the temporal domain can occur. In a positive dispersion regime this
can lead to detrimental pulse spreading. This has the potential to be complicated fur-
ther by each mode in a multi mode fibre having different group delays and thus SPM
will affect temporal pulses to varying degrees, along with other contributing effects
such as mode coupling. Though the complexity of multiple modes exhibiting such
effects has hampered interest in characterising such fibres (especially compared with
the complexity of characterising SMF), FMF offers a tantalising midway point where
characterising nonlinear effects in multiple modes is feasible to establish the viability
of multi-mode fibre systems. The experiments here aim to do just that. Several experi-
mental procedures were carried out to investigate the effect of SPM in FMF, the results
are compared against multi-mode models to show where such models can be used as
design aids and where such models should be avoided. The results are presented in
chronological order to show how various techniques where improved and perfected.
4.3.1 Initial Experimental Setup
Figure 4.7: Experimental setup for investigating SPM using a SMF to FMF splice (a)
where a frequency discriminator method is implemented using a WSS (b).
Figure 4.7 shows the optical setup that was used to assess the nonlinear pulse propa-
gation in a 20 km length of FMF. The fibre in use (Fibre I in Table 4.1) had a 25 µm-core
diameter which supported four LP mode groups, with a maximum differential mode
delay (DMD) of 2.95 ns/km, chromatic dispersion between 17.5 and 21.1 ps/nm/km,
and a net loss of less than 10 dB including launch splice losses. To avoid pulse col-
lisions due to the modal dispersion within the fibre, an actively mode locked laser
(MLL) at 1551nm wavelength was used to launch ≈ 23 ps pulses at a 10 MHz repeti-
tion rate into the FMF. This was done by first isolating the MLL using an optical isola-
tor to avoid any unwanted reflections. A tunable filter was used to spectrally limit the
pulses generated by the MLL, this was done by setting the tunable bandwidth filter
to 29 GHz (measured 3 dB bandwidth). An EDFA was then used in constant current
mode (set to 0.64 A pump current) to amplify the signal before passing though a tun-
able attenuator. The tunable attenuator was used to control the power being launched
into the fibre. At this point the the launched pulses were characterised to include
any additional distortions from the EDFA. This was done using the second-harmonic
generation frequency-resolved optical gating (SHG-FROG) technique [115], where the
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pulse duration after the EDFA was measured to have a temporal FWHM of 23.5 ps.
Figure 4.8: Effective index of four mode fibre in use including typical intensity profiles
for each mode (insets), with fibre ∆neff profiles provided by OFS [104].
Figure 4.8 shows the Effective Index Difference for each of the modes. This shows that
the LP01 mode propagates in relative isolation from the other modes while (for exam-
ple) the LP21 and LP02 have similar effective indexes indicating that one might expect
these modes to have greater mode coupling between them. As can be seen from the
inserts in Figure 4.8 the LP01 and LP02 modes both have a similar mode profile with
an expected common excitation region close to centre launch. This was done by mak-
ing a SMF to FMF fusion splice at both ends (this was done at point (a) in Figure 4.7),
which aligned the claddings of both fibres. This launch, close to centre, ensured that
excitation of LP11 and LP21 was negligible. Though this arrangement was effective for
exciting only two modes at the input, it also contributed to the high insertion loss and
resulted in an uncertainty over the relative input power ratio between the two modes.
Figure 4.9: Electrical setup for synchronisation between the MLL and receiver oscillo-
scope.
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The output of the FMF was monitored with an oscilloscope via a 50 GHz bandwidth
photodetector. In order to synchronise the receiver with the MLL the electrical setup
in Figure 4.9 was used. This was done using a 10 GHz frequency synthesiser that had
output electrical power divided in two using a standard electrical splitter. Half the
electrical power (≈ 8dB) was used to lock the MLL, the second half of the electrical
signal was fed to a bit error rate test-set (BERT). The BERT was used as a clock divider
to divide the clock down to 10 MHz. This gave the scope at the receiver a trigger at
10 MHz that was synchronised to the 10 GHz source. Finally, in order to recover the
temporal phase information, a wavelength selective switch (WSS, Figure 4.7(b)) was
used as a frequency discriminator.
4.3.2 Phase Measurements Using a Frequency Discriminator Technique
There are several different ways to implement a frequency discriminator [116, 117, 118,
119]. In this case it was employed to measure the chirp of the optical pulses both before
and after propagating through the FMF. The chirp of the pulse is the instantaneous
frequency expressed as
∆ν(t) = 12pi
d
dt
φ(t) (4.8)
where φ(t) is related to the optical field of a modulated light source through the well
known expression [23, 117]
E(t) =
√
I(t)ei[ω0t+φ(t)] (4.9)
where I(t) is the intensity, i denotes the complex number
√−1 and ν0 the central
frequency. Utilising the Fourier transform relationship
ωE(ω)←→ idE(t)
dt
(4.10)
and assuming that the filter transfer function is linear to the frequency (ωp) around the
carrier frequency ω0 it is possible to give the transform function. This was done by K.
Sato et al [119] where they give the filter transfer function as
H(ωp) = T0[1 + c1(ωp − ω0)] (4.11)
where T0 is the amplitude transmission and c1 is the differential coefficient.
The WSS was programmed to give a linear variation in attenuation as a function of
frequency. This was done for both positive and negative frequency slopes, +c1 and
−c1. Then by carrying out a Fourier analysis it was possible to essentially differentiate
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the temporal field where
P+ ∼= T 20P0(1 + 2c1
dφ
dt
)
P− ∼= T 20P0(1− 2c1
dφ
dt
) (4.12)
as derived in [119] where P+ and P− represent the optical power waveforms for the
filtered pulses with positive and negative frequency filters as applied by the WSS.
These optical waveforms were measured using a 50 GHz scope. From here it was
possible to recover the chirp of the pulse by using the two useful parameters
PA =
P+ + P−
2 = T
2
0P0
PF =
P+ − P−
2 = 2T
2
0P0c1
dφ
dt
(4.13)
where
∆ν = 14pic1
PF
PA
(4.14)
This enabled the amplitude and phase information of the pulse to be extracted in a
similar way to that as shown by [118] and these measurements where taken with the
help of Dr. Regan Watts [48]. Selected measurements were cross-calibrated using
SHG-FROG technique and measurements were found to have good agreement with
those that were taken using the frequency discriminator.
4.3.3 Initial Results
Figure 4.10: Screen capture showing temporally separated pulses corresponding to
LP01(left) and LP02(right) modes after 20 km transmission
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Mode Excitation: At low launch powers, two pulses were observed at the fibre output
separated by 56.2 ns, in agreement with the calculated DMD between the LP01 and
LP02, taking into account a minimal mode coupling of ≈ 5%. The two pulses can be
seen in Figure 4.10, where this pattern repeated every 100 ns coinciding with the pulse
repetition rate of 10 MHz.
Full electric field information was reconstructed using the frequency discriminator
technique for the input signal and for both modes at the output of the 20 km length
of FMF as a function of the launched signal power. The results can be seen in Figures
4.11-4.13 for input and LP01 and LP02 modes respectively.
Note that the input polarisation was adjusted at the highest launch power to give the
shortest observable pulse width and that no attempt was made to establish the ratio
of launched powers between modes.
Figure 4.11 shows that the input pulse had negligible distortions as the launch power
was increased. The pulse remained at ≈ 23 ps as the power was increased, while the
phase across the width of the pulse remained close to zero, showing no distinguishable
signs of chirp.
For the LP01 mode Figure 4.12(a) shows an interesting evolution of the temporal pulse
shape as the power is increased. To begin the pulse is slightly broadened compared
to the input pulse, as one would expect due to 20 km of dispersion. As the power is
increased the pulse begins to narrow before the pulse splits at about 8.4 dBm average
launch power (≈ 44.8 dBm peak power) before narrowing at very high power to <
20 ps. In the phase domain the shape across the pulse is largely quadratic at low
powers, consistent with propagation being dominated by dispersion. As the temporal
pulses split at high powers, the phase begins to depart from the quadratic distribution,
due likely to SPM from the individual pulse peaks generated in the pulse splitting.
For the LP02 mode the pulse undergoes considerable distortion, as can be seen in Fig-
ure 4.13(a). Even at low powers the pulse begins to break-up, this can be due to several
reasons but is likely due to a higher proportion of the input power being launch into
the LP02 and will be discussed in greater detail in the sections to follow. While the
phase plots show that the distribution is similar to the quadratic phase seen in the
LP01 mode for the initial low power condition, at high powers the phase changes con-
siderably. This change is again attributable to SPM from individual pulse peaks after
the temporal pulse begins to split.
Propagation Model: In order to compare the experimental work to existing models
that have been proposed for use with multi-mode fibres [120, 121, 122] a standard
simulated model was coded as part of these investigations by Dr. Stylianos Sygletos.
The model was based on the nonlinear Schrödinger equation for a propagating optical
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Figure 4.11: Measured (a) temporal and (b) phase information for optical pulse before
propagating through fibre for increasing powers. The zero time corresponds to the
central intensity of the pulse.
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Figure 4.12: Measured (a) temporal and (b) phase information for optical pulse corre-
sponding to the LP01 mode after 20 km transmission for increasing powers. The zero
time corresponds to the central intensity of the pulse.
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Figure 4.13: Measured (a) temporal and (b) phase information for optical pulse corre-
sponding to the LP02 mode after 20 km transmission for increasing powers. The zero
time corresponds to the central intensity of the pulse.
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pulse
δE
δz
= −α2E︸ ︷︷ ︸
loss
− iβ
′′
2
δ2E
δt2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dispersion
+ iγE|E|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
χ′′′ nonlinearities
(4.15)
where the three terms to the right of Equation 4.15 refer the the loss, dispersion and
nonlinearity respectively. E is the pulse amplitude and |E|2 the optical power, γ the
nonlinear parameter, α fibre loss and β′′ the GVD parameter. Equation 4.15 was solved
using a split-step Fourier method where the FMF is modelled with SPM followed
by dispersion, as it would be in an SMF case [47, 123], with the addition of linear
mode coupling, where bandwidth limitations of the experimental components were
considered and equal power in each mode was assumed. The model was then seeded
with the experimentally measured input pulse data and the simulated output pulses
for both LP01 and LP02 modes, shown by the red dotted line in Figure 4.14.
Figure 4.14: Temporal pulse profiles for experimental (blue) and model simulations
(red) assuming equal power coupled between modes. Each column refers to input,
LP01 and LP02 outputs with each row corresponding to low power and high power
launch conditions.
Figure 4.14 shows examples of pulse temporal profiles for two different powers, the
top row corresponds to low power case and the bottom row for high power. Each
column in the figure corresponds to the input, LP01 and LP02 pulse respectively. As
can be seen from Figure 4.14, the LP01 closely matches the model at both (a) low and
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(b) high powers, consistent with the validity of the approximations. The numerical
model was used to predict the behaviour of the LP02 mode and was found to differ
considerably from the experiments. This is likely due to an unbalanced ratio of powers
between LP01 and LP02.
Figure 4.15: FWHM measurements for LP01 (black) and LP02 (red) modes. The mea-
sured results (circles and squares) are compared to a basic simulation model (asterisks
and crosses) and a single-step split-step Fourier method (solid lines).
In order to understand this behaviour, the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of
the output pulses were extracted and plotted in Figure 4.15 against the relative input
powers per mode for each of the excited modes to estimate the ratio of power in each
mode. The FWHM measurement was taken in favour of root mean squared (RMS)
values in order to eliminate any effects due to random mode coupling. Random mode
coupling would increase the amplitude between temporally seperated pulses and ar-
tificially increase the RMS values, FWHM values avoid this at he cost of reduced ac-
curacy at very high power when the pulses have undergone significant break-up. In
Figure 4.15 the experimental measurements of LP01 (circles) and LP02 (squares) are
compared with FMF model simulations (crosses and asterisks respectively), and also
with a one step split-step analysis [47] (solid black and red lines respectively). Here,
the mode coupling gives dips in the output pulse width, and the position and am-
plitude of the dips are power dependent (see Figure 4.15). Whether this is a result
of nonlinear mode coupling, or due to changes in the signal spectrum (wavelength
dependent mode coupling) requires improved experimental technique to control the
power in each mode.
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In Figure 4.15, for LP01, SPM clearly plays a role by narrowing the pulses as the power
increases. As the power is increased further (over 10 dB), the nonlinearities induce
pulse splitting, and the FWHM measurements begin to increase dramatically. Note
that the two solid circle symbols in Figure 4.15 corresponds to pulse splitting for LP01,
and the FWHM shown in these two cases were obtained by measuring the FWHM of
the overall pulse by measuring the sum of the two split pulses, considering an even
power split. At very high powers, however, the pulse narrowing observed is possibly
due to soliton-like effects.
The LP02 mode, in turn, also undergoes a similar pulse distortion as LP01, with pulse
splitting and broadening being much more pronounced in the experimental results
(Figures 4.13,4.14 and 4.15). This is likely due to a greater power coupling into the
LP02 mode, which was estimated to be ≈ 8 dB higher than the LP01 mode. This mode
coupling ratio is taken into account in Figure 4.15, the numerical predictions closely
match the experiments with the pulses strongly affected by SPM. For arbitrary pow-
ers above 14 dB, the pulses were highly distorted, generating very scattered results
around the predictions. This scattering is likely to be because of additional cross-mode
coupling effects. For very high powers, however, where the experimental results are
very far from the predictions, it is possible that other effects, such as solitons or inter-
ference between different degenerate modes, may be playing a role, especially as the
measurements were particularly sensitive to polarisation.
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4.3.4 Improvements to the Experimental Setup for SPM Measurements
Figure 4.16: Schematic diagram (upper) and picture (lower) of improved experimental
setup with mode interrogator.
Though the setup used in the previous section was useful in producing initial results
on pulse distortions in FMF it was limited in several ways. When it came to design-
ing the second generation experimental setup it was necessary to remove as many of
the original limitations as possible. To that end the setup shown in Figure 4.16 was
constructed. The basic principle is similar to the experimental setup used previously
(see Figure 4.7) with the source consisting of the same MLL with 10 MHz repetition
rate with the same filter and amplifier setup. The major improvement in this setup
is the mode interrogator that allows pulses to be launched into individual modes by
using free-space optics and an optical phase plate to couple the required mode into
the fibre. The fibre in use was also changed to a 10 km long FMF that supports two
LP modes with low DGD (Fibre II in Table 4.1). This fibre was selected as it reduces
the complexity of isolating any nonlinear inter-mode effects by supporting just two
LP modes, while the low DGD causes a greater interaction length that may increase
crosstalk between modes so inter-mode effects may be studied.
Coupling into the fibre was achieved by using a series of free-space optics similar to
that used to do mode multiplexing [97], where a standard polished flat connector is
placed into an adapter that increases the beam waist to≈ 8 mm before the beam is col-
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limated. The collimated beam then passes through a phase plate (loss≈ 0.5 dB), made
by etching quartz with a pattern, to produce the mode of interest. In this case that was
the LP11 mode, but several different plates could be fabricated for higher order modes.
The LP01 mode can be produced by removing the phase plate and coupling directly
into the fibre. At this point the beam is focused down using two lenses to couple into
the FMF that has been cleaved to have flat interface perpendicular to the direction of
the input signal. The entire input coupling optics had a loss ≈ 2.6 dB when launching
the LP01 and a slightly higher loss of ≈ 3 dB when launching the LP11 mode, this was
due to the added loss of the phase plate.
At the output the signal was coupled back into SMF by butt-coupling with the FMF
using XYZ stages tuned to allow for maximum average power. This method had min-
imal loss (≈ 1 dB) and enabled the observation of all the modes (temporally separated
due to DGD) under linear conditions where the extinction ratio of the phase plate
could be observed and under nonlinear conditions where nonlinear mode coupling
and other inter-mode effects may be prevalent.
4.3.5 Results Using Mode Interrogator Technique
Figure 4.17: Experimentally measured pulse input data. (a) Waterfall plot and (b)
contour plot of pulse evolution with increasing average launch power
The input pulse was measured directly at the fibre connector that connected into the
open air system at the input. It had a maximum average power of ≈ 8.8 dBm and was
measured for a range of powers between −15.2 and 8.8 dBm in 1 dB steps. This was
used as the power axis for each set of the following results (Figure 4.17 to 4.19). As
can be seen from Figure 4.17 the pulse remained undistorted as power was increased
and had the same pulse width as before (≈ 23 ps).
The LP01 mode is the fundamental mode in the fibre and as a result has the lowest
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Figure 4.18: Experimentally measured pulse data for LP01. (a) Waterfall plot and (b)
contour plot of pulse evolution with increasing average launch power
propagation loss. In this case, LP01 had all of the signal power with negligible power
on the LP11 mode. The coupling lenses had ≈ 2.6 dB loss and thus the input range
of powers was between 6.2 dBm and −17.8 dBm. As can be seen from Figure 4.18
the pulse is relatively undistorted at low launch powers but as power increases the
pulse narrows, splits and recombines in a similar way to the LP01 mode of the four
mode fibre. As the power is increased even further the pulse is destroyed. This is very
similar to dispersion and SPM effects that are observed in SMF [23, 124, 125, 126].
Figure 4.19: Experimentally measured pulse data for LP11. (a) Waterfall plot and (b)
contour plot of pulse evolution with increasing average launch power.
In order to launch the LP11 mode a phase plate was placed in the launch optics. The
phase plate itself had very little loss (≈ 0.5 dB) but the average power at the output of
the system, after tuning to maximum average power, had an extra loss of≈ 10 dB, this
excess loss is due, in part to the higher loss of the LP11 mode and excess loss due to
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coupling back into SMF before the pulse is measured in the scope. Due to the added
loss of the phase plate the range of powers was between 5.7 dBm and−18.3 dBm. The
input pulse was recovered and again was undistorted at low power. At high powers
the pulse did split and became highly distorted. The pulse did not become as distorted
as the LP01 pulse and this is likely due to the higher attenuation of the LP11 mode.
Comparison to model: The input model was again used to seed the simulated model
of the fibre. The model remained exactly the same as before but the accurate launch
power information from the experiment allowed a greater accuracy when attempting
to model the experimental results. The model simulated the LP01 and LP11 modes for
the same range of powers and the results are plotted in Figure 4.20. The results match
quite closely the experimental measurements.
Figure 4.20: Simulated model data. (a) Contour plot of LP01 (b) LP11 pulse evolution
with increasing average launch power.
In order to compare the results more accurately with the experimental data the FWHM
of both measured and modelled data is shown in Figure 4.21. In this case, both modes
show an overall trend that is reflected in both the experimental and modelled data. At
low powers there is a slight offset between measured and modelled, this is likely due
to a slightly lower dispersion value in the fibre compared to the quoted values from the
manufacturer. This is supported by the measured DGD between LP01 and LP11 after
10 km being 1.6 ns, 20 ps (0.02 ps/km) less than the fibres supporting documentation.
Another, less likely but possible, cause of the discrepancy could be due to the fibre
being less than the 10 km quoted length.
At higher powers the deviations between simulated and measured are likely due to
inaccuracies in the measuring of the FWHM where a slight difference in pulse ampli-
tude may result in it being excluded from the measurement. At higher powers this
leads the FWHM values to vary greatly as the pulse begins to rapidly spread in the
temporal domain. However, both the modelled and experimental data show the same
trend towards larger and larger pulse durations.
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Figure 4.21: FWHM comparison of LP11 (left) and LP11 (right) for both experimentally
measured (black squares) and simulated model data (red circles and crosses).
From these investigations it is clear that the effects of dispersion and SPM are present
in individual modes of a FMF. However, it has also been confirmed, experimentally,
that current numerical models that are being used under the assumption that inter-
mode effects are negligible when modelling SPM effects are indeed useful tools to
show the general trend of performance, though for greater accuracy further terms
(e.g. birefringence) should be included in numerical models.
4.4 Investigations into FWM Effects
Another important nonlinear effect is that of FWM. Similar to SPM the effect is a para-
metric process resulting from the nonlinear refractive index. FWM, as mentioned in
Chapter 2, is due to optical signals at two or three separate frequencies beating to-
gether to produce a new frequency component. The relative strength of these beat
signals is determined by the amount of velocity matching between all signals that are
now present. Another way of viewing this transfer of energy is to think of the op-
tical signal all travelling down paths in the fibre, if the group velocity of one signal
is matched with that of another signal then there is a higher likelihood that energy
transfer will take place. This condition is expressed mathematically, for SMF, as
2pi∆ν2Dλ2pL
c
 1 (4.16)
where ∆ν is the frequency spacing between co-propagating signals, D the dispersion,
λp is the centre wavelength and L is the length of the fibre.
We consider a moving frame of reference where the effect from the first term (phase
velocity, denoted as β.) of the Taylor expansion series for β (as covered in Chapter 2)
cancels at the frequency about which the expansion is performed (ω0) and the main
contributing terms are β′ and β′′ (where for single mode fibre the main contributor is
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from β′′ (group velocity dispersion) and thus Equation 4.16 is accurate for the SMF
case). For multi mode fibres the β′ (group velocity) terms are different for each mode
and thus the β′ and β′′ terms contribute. Therefore, as fibre length increases the like-
lihood of velocity matching increases where you will get velocity matching between
modes where the conservation of momentum is satisfied by matching β′+ωβ′′ for two
modes. Inter-mode FWM can be avoided by having GVD that is locally high in each
length of fibre. However, multi-mode fibre systems employ advanced MIMO DSP to
recover transmitted data from separate modes. In mode multiplexed systems this re-
quires the DSP buffer to be large enough to handle the delay for signals arriving from
separate modes. This means that to reduce DSP complexity the dispersion, particu-
larly the dispersion between modes (DMD), must be kept to a minimum. This raises
interesting concerns over the likelihood of velocity matching, now with the added
complexity of additional velocity matching between modes. Here new techniques are
discussed that present a simple way to experimentally measure the effect of inter- and
intra-mode FWM. This is then compared to current numerical tools for approximat-
ing FWM. Combining experimental and numerical approaches together should then
allow for an accurate appraisal of FWM affecting total capacity limits, which will be
discussed in Section 4.5.
4.4.1 Experimental Technique for Measuring FWM in FMF
Figure 4.22: Relative group delay as a function of frequency for four modes in a
FMF showing matched velocity between four modes (green circles) associated with
higher inter-mode FWM effects, red circle indicates a condition where intra-mode
FWM would dominate.
The major challenge to any measurement technique, that aims to measure FWM in
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FMF, is to ensure that both intra- and inter-mode effects can be measured. It has been
largely assumed [94, 97] that the effects of inter-mode FWM are negligible in FMF.
However as Figure 4.22 illustrates, for four modes in a FMF, intra-mode FWM is possi-
ble under the same conditions as SMF but there is an added complexity of inter-mode
FWM. Due to the relative delay between modes velocity matching between several
modes is possible. In some cases this can be extreme, as shown in Figure 4.22, where
the green circles illustrate areas where all modes are velocity matched. For matching
two modes, this is equivalent to β′ + ωβ′′, where β′ corresponds to the propagation
constant of one mode and ωβ′′ corresponds to the GVD of a second mode at a partic-
ular frequency offset. Group velocities require matching as shown in Figure 4.22 and
this is consistent with experimental observations in the thesis and of several groups,
including the work of [127, 128]. Conservation of energy is satisfied by the constraint
(ω4 = ω1 + ω2 − ω3) on the frequency of the generated FWM product. The effects
of intra-mode FWM are still present in areas where inter-mode FWM is weak, this is
highlighted by the red circle in Figure 4.22.
Figure 4.23: Conceptual illustration showing (a)the logarithmic bandwidth depen-
dence with intra-mode (red) FWM effects and (b) the contribution of inter-mode FWM
as bandwidth is increased, breaking the logarithmic bandwidth dependence.
The goal for FMF systems is to fill the available spectrum to increase the overall in-
formation capacity. This means that any FMF solution will have to be able to support
broadband and highly dense WDM channels. For sufficiently broadband WDM sys-
tems, inter-mode phase matching is possible [129] and is illustrated conceptually in
Figure 4.23 showing how the effect of inter-mode FWM is increased with wider band-
width signals. This has been observed experimentally for both cross phase modula-
tion using isolated pulses [127] and four wave mixing using continuous wave signals
[128]. However, whereas these experiments confirm the presence of the inter-mode
phenomena, quantification of their impact is still lacking.
The measurement technique used here confirms the logarithmic bandwidth depen-
dence of FWM in a FMF and enables the relative magnitude of intra- and inter-mode
FWM to be measured through a simple setup based on FWM between blocks of ampli-
fied spontaneous emission (ASE), which resemble closely spaced WDM signals after
a few dispersion lengths [130].
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Figure 4.24: Conceptual representation of measurement technique using filtered ASE
(dashed black line) showing (a) intra-channel FWM (red) reducing central notch ex-
tinction ratio while for wider bandwidths (b) inter-mode FWM (dashed green) reduces
the central notch extinction ration even further.
Figure 4.24 conceptually illustrates how the measurement technique aims to measure
the relative strength of intra- and inter-mode FWM by simple filter profiling of an am-
plified ASE source where the centre frequency is notched with a narrow bandstop fil-
ter. The notch is kept at a fixed bandwidth while the total ASE bandwidth is increased
(moving from Figure 4.24(a) to (b)). As the bandwidth is increased the extinction ratio
of the central notch will begin to reduce due to a rising noise floor due to FWM from
random phase matching in the ASE spectrum. This reduction in extinction ratio is
a measure of the FWM efficiency which will increase logarithmically for intra-mode
FWM as bandwidth is increased. However, as the bandwidth is increased even further
(Figure 4.24(b)) inter-mode phase matching will cause a sudden step in the logarith-
mic dependence. This sudden increase in inter-mode FWM is manifested in a sudden
decrease in the central notch extinction ratio.
Figure 4.25: Schematic diagram of experimental set up (lenses and positioning stages
at the ends of few mode fibre are omitted for clarity and are similar to that shown in
Figure 4.16).
The experimental setup to carry out the experiment is shown in Figure 4.25. A 30 dB
gain, gain-flattened erbium doped fibre amplifier was used as an ASE source, which
was shaped into various rectangular blocks to represent specific wavelength bands of
highly dispersed communications signals using a wavelength selective switch (WSS)
programmed to have a central notch and tunable overall bandwidth (as discussed
above). These blocks were amplified by a 38 dBm gain-flattened power amplifier.
The output of the power amplifier was monitored using the OSA, while the WSS was
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iteratively adjusted to ensure equal power spectral densities across the blocks of ASE.
The amplifier current was adjusted, where necessary, to maintain constant spectral
power. The centre of the ASE spectrum was attenuated using the WSS to leave a notch
of 50 GHz bandwidth.
The high power ASE was launched into a few mode fibre designed to support four
LP modes and to have a low differential mode delay at 1550 nm (fibre III in Table 4.1).
Launch loss was estimated to be approximately 1.5 dB using an offset launch, adjusted
to maximise mixing between the LP01 and LP11 modes. This was done by first max-
imising the average power through the system and then adjusting the offset launch
while monitoring the OSA and tuning the coupling offset to the point where the ex-
tinction ratio of the central 50 GHz notch was at its minimum while ASE passband
power remained high.
At the output the mode interrogator, consisting of coupling lenses, collimator and
phase plate, had an excess loss of≈ 5 dB. Outputs from each fibre mode were selected
using a phase plate and the output spectrum was recorded using the same OSA, en-
abling the output power spectral density and the FWM power generated in the cen-
tral notch to be established. This setup allowed the experiment to be performed in
the manner conveyed in Figure 4.24 by using a broadband signal with a 50 GHz cen-
tral notch where the total passband bandwidth of the ASE block was varied using the
WSS. The FWM signal was monitored by observing the signal generated in the notch.
This technique was used to show the logarithmic scaling with signal bandwidth and
the relative impact of inter- and intra- mode FWM. In order to understand how FWM
was related to how much the central notch filled required the use of a clear closed
form expression for multi-mode FWM.
4.4.2 FWM Numerical Model for FMF
In a parallel effort to the experimental work a novel analytical theory was developed
by Prof. Andrew Ellis. The work builds on the work of [23, 51], and others to derive a
closed form expression for the nonlinear noise power spectral density which would be
generated in a FMF. Here that expression is discussed to allow an accurate comparison
to the experimentally measured data.
For a signal with a rectangular spectrum (OFDM or Nyquist WDM super channel)
in each interacting mode the integral of each FWM efficiency sums to an overall effi-
ciency parameter ηijkn (nonlinear power scale) of:
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ηijkn =
ξijkn
A2ijkn
ω20n
2
2Ns
c2piα|β′′|
[
ln
(
B2 + 2B∆fijkn
2f2w
)
+ s ln
(
s
B2 − 2B∆fijkn
2f2w
)]
s = Sign(B − |2∆fijkn|) fw =
√
α
4pi2β′′ (4.17)
where ∆fijkn represents the velocity matched frequency offset, Aijkn the effective area
overlap of the interaction, α is fibre loss, β′′ is group velocity dispersion, ω0 carrier fre-
quency, n2 the nonlinear refractive index,Ns number of spans in the link, c is the speed
of light, B signal bandwidth and ξijkn < 1 the impact of mode averaging [47, 131].In
all the work presented here it is assumed that ξijkn = 2/3 for degenerate modes. This
closed form analytical expression allows the FWM power generated in mode i orig-
inating from signals propagating in modes j, k and l to be calculated by taking the
product of this nonlinear efficiency ηijkn and the signal power spectral density, of each
mode. Direct comparison of Equation 4.17 with [51] will reveal that the parameter he
has been dropped since its value is approximately unity for all practical few-mode
fibres. To simplify analysis the summed nonlinear efficiency for the ith mode, ai, is
expressed as:
an =
∑
i,j,k
ηijkn (4.18)
such that the total nonlinear power generated in the nth mode is given by anPiPjPk
where Pi, j, k is the signal power spectral density in the appropriate mode.
The implications of Equation 4.17 are illustrated in Figure 4.26 for four different FMF
designs with varying DMDs. Contours in Figure 4.26 represent potential values of
ηijkn as a function of readily calculated fibre parameters. The contour plots are plotted
using 10 log10 ηijkn and normalising to an effective area of 50 µm2. They show the
impact of velocity matching induces a rapid drop in ηijkn for a frequency offset of
±2.5 THz (signified by the closely spaced contour lines). The frequency offset at which
this rapid decay occurs is determined primarily by the signal bandwidth (5 THz in this
case). Contour values also show the impact of the fibre effective area, and the weak
FWM contributions arising from interactions which remain poorly velocity matched.
The points on the contour plot correspond to actual calculated values for a given fibre
(where a different fibre is presented in each case from (a) to (d) in Figure 4.26), the
different colour points on each graph correspond to the nonlinear noise generated in
each mode where the respective modes are described in the legend.
To calculate the total nonlinear noise power influencing a given mode, the amplitudes
of the appropriate interactions must be summed (Equation 4.18). This is illustrated
in Figure 4.27 for four separate fibre designs. The figure shows the nonlinear noise
power generated at the centre of the WDM signal versus the WDM bandwidth for
the four multi-mode fibres. In addition to the logarithmically increasing background
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Figure 4.26: Contour plots of ηijkn on a log scale as a function of effective area and
frequency offset for a 5 THz WDM signal for four separate fibre designs with DGDs of
(a) 102 ps/km (b) 210.8 ps/km (c) 223.2 ps/km and (d) 406.3 ps/km with the points
on each graph corresponding to conditions where nonlinear noise is present for the
various fibres.
expected for a SMF [132], a number of discontinuities, or steps, are apparent. With a
larger number of discontinuities observed for the fibre with the lowest DMD giving a
significant increase in the overall nonlinear power spectral density. With this model it
should be possible to make a direct correlation between experimental measurements
and theoretical predictions.
4.4.3 Experimental Results Comparison with Multi-mode FWM Model
The input and output spectrum were recorded for a range of filter bandwidths reduc-
ing the total bandwidth from 3 THz in 50 GHz steps. This was done in two separate
data sets, 3→ 1.5 THz and 2→ 1 THz. This was done to ensure a high power spectral
density. By doing the measurements in a single step the power spectral density of the
gain flattened EDFA signal would increase dramatically for narrow filter bandwidths,
by taking the data in two separate sets this was avoided while allowing the oppor-
tunity to maximise power spectral density. The two sets overlapped for a range of
500 GHz and allowed the data to be stitched together accurately. The central 50 GHz
notch was accurately measured on the OSA over a 200 GHz span. A typical measure-
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Figure 4.27: Summed FWM noise as a function of WDM bandwidth, normalised
to the LP01 mode, for four separate fibre designs with DGDs of (a) 102 ps/km (b)
210.8 ps/km (c) 223.2 ps/km and (d) 406.3 ps/km
ment at the input and output of the fibre, showing the change in extinction ratio, is
plotted in Figure 4.28. The passband ripple on either side of the notch was measured
at the fibre input and output and normalised so as not to affect measurements on the
extinction ratio of the central notch.
with inset showing central notch with a higher scaling
Figure 4.28: Typical Spectrum measurement on central 50 GHz notch for a range of
total bandwidths at (a) fibre input and (b) output of the fibre interrogating LP01 mode
Figure 4.29 shows the measured FWM efficiency, calculated by dividing the output
PSD cubed, measured in the central 50 GHz notch using an OSA (and induced by
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FWM), by the cube of the input PSD calculated from the output PSD measured in the
200 GHz regions either side of the central 50 GHz notch and corrected for the fibre
loss. The measurement was performed for both the LP01 and LP11 modes. Each mode
was filtered at the output by using the mode interrogator. For the LP01 mode this was
done by using SMF that was tightly wound. For the LP11 mode this was done using
a phase plate (etched quartz) and a full set of measurements were taken in a single
vertical orientation.
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Figure 4.29: Comparison of experimental data (dots) to FWM model (lines) for LP01
(blue) and LP11 (red) modes. The dotted line indicates expected FWM signal neglect-
ing inter-mode effects.
The resultant data was normalised to the efficiency obtained for a 1 GHz ASE band-
width. The results show the expected logarithmic growth trend, punctuated by dis-
crete steps corresponding to the onset of individual inter-mode interactions, in excel-
lent agreement with theoretical predictions based on summing Equation 4.17 over all
mode combinations. The fit shown was achieved for frequency matched offsets of 0.8,
0.9 and 1.2 ±0.1 THz (LP01) and 0.85, 1.2 and 1.35 ±0.1 THz (LP11). The fitting pa-
rameters suggest inter-mode interaction strengths of around 15 % of the intra-mode
strength, representing effective areas around 2.5 times greater than the LP01 intra-
mode effective area, which is consistent with the overlap integrals for a typical four
mode fibre. Of particular significance to the analysis of communication systems, the
total FWM signal is approximately 3 dB greater than expected from intra-mode nonlin-
earity alone (purple dotted line). This would be expected to reduce the total capacity
of a fibre link. Therefore, it is possible to use the experimentally confirmed model to
derive an expression for the overall capacity limit of FMF.
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4.5 New Capacity Limits
Developing on the work presented on capacity limits presented in Chapter 2 and
briefly at the start of this chapter (see Section 4.1) and having established the accu-
racy of Equation 4.17 experimentally in Section 4.4, it may be shown that the relative
nonlinear capacity per unit bandwidth (C/B) of an M mode fibre can be expressed as,
C
B
=
m∑
n=1
log
(
1 + Ps
PN +
∑
i,j,k ηijknP
3
)
(4.19)
where Ps is the signal power, PN the accumulated noise power and ηijk has been
defined in Equation 4.17.
This reveals the expected M-fold increase in capacity but with a small reduction due to
the relative strength of inter-mode FWM. Figure 4.30 shows predictions of Equations
4.17 and 4.19 for the four mode fibre used in the FWM measurements. The capacity
limits were calculated using the data provided in Table 4.1 (Fibre III) and a ≈ 3 dB in-
crease in FWM signal which was measured experimentally, other parameters included
in the models are presented in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Data used to seed nonlinear Shannon models
System Characteristics
WDM Channel Spacing 50 GHz
Local Dispersion (ps/nm km) 20 ps/nm km
Nonlinear Index Coefficient 27× 10−21 m2/W
Centre Wavelength 1550 nm
Length 3200 km
Fibre Loss 0.2 dB/km
Amplifier Spacing 80 km
Amplifier Noise Figure 4.5
Number of WDM Channels 100
The two models are graphed in Figure 4.30, one showing the capacity limit of each
mode assuming negligible inter-mode FWM (black lines). The second set (red lines)
are the capacity limits predicted using the model presented here with the additional
inter-mode FWM signal which was quantified experimentally. For any given mode,
the difference in performance is small. However, summed over the fibre the overall
fibre capacity is reduced by ≈ 2.5 b/s/Hz.
The work presented here has developed valuable tools to asses the capabilities of FMF
both numerically and experimentally. This work indicates that inter-mode FWM can
reduce overall capacity in fibres that show velocity matching between modes. This ve-
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Figure 4.30: Calculated nonlinear Shannon limit for modes of a FMF neglecting inter-
mode FWM (black) and including inter-mode FWM (red). The blue trace shows the
nonlinear limit of SMF for comparison.
locity matching can be reduced by increasing the relative DMD between modes. How-
ever, as previously stated this increases DSP overhead. Hence, the ability to calculate
the optimum fibre, where all trade-offs are quantified, is paramount to the successful
deployment of any future FMF system.
4.5.1 Choosing a Radically New Fibre
Figure 4.30 shows how, with a lack of careful fibre design, it is possible for FMF to
only give a linear growth of capacity, where each mode only has a capacity compa-
rable to SMF. The capacity of each mode is reduced even further by the addition of
modes with DMD values between the fastest and slowest modes due to additional
inter-mode FWM. This will fundamentally limit the potential capacity growth possi-
ble with FMF. Such a growth could be achieved with further deployment of SMF (blue
line Figure 4.30). Though this is an extreme example, it does raise concerns over FMF.
It has been shown that larger effective areas do reduce nonlinear effects such as SBS
and SPM and that models can accurately predict their behaviour. However, the ques-
tion remains, is there sufficient capacity increase using FMF over SMF to warrant a
complete overhaul of transmitter, optical amplifier, receiver and the optical channel
itself? If such a radical overhaul is to take place there is another type of fibre that has
the potential to radically expand the capacity of a single fibre; hollow core photonic
band-gap fibre.
Figure 4.31 shows the high capacity potential of HC-PBGF over FMF (red) and
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Figure 4.31: Nonlinear Shannon limit for each mode of a FMF (red) based on new
numerical model. Blue trace shows nonlinear limit for SMF and green trace the limit
for HC-PBGF operating at 1550 nm with 0.2 dB loss.
SMF (blue). This increase is due to the reduced nonlinearity (here assumed to be
0.001W/km) due to light propagating in the hollow core and reduced interaction with
silica interface. HC-PBGF also has the potential of ultra-low-latency and low-loss
transmission, but this requires operating outside standard wavelengths. Thus, there
are several challenges with developing new subsystems based on HC-PBGF. These
new subsystems are the subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Transmission Over Hollow Core
Photonic Bandgap Fibre at 2µm
"If I had asked my customers what they wanted they would have said a faster horse."
Henry Ford
The nonlinear Shannon limit is within touching distance [1, 4]. From the Shannon
view point it is our "channel" that has become the bottle-neck. The community has
started to investigate solutions to improve the shortcomings of the optical channel.
The most radical of these solutions is the introduction of new types of fibres, such
as few mode fibre and hollow core fibre. As we’ve seen in Chapter 4 the issue of
nonlinearity still exists in FMF, though there is an improvement over SMF. However,
due to the structure of HC-PBGFs the issue of nonlinearities is assumed to become far
more remote when compared to both SMF and FMF. Experimental results have shown
transmission nearing 99.7% of the speed of light in a vacuum, indicating a reduced
interaction with the glass and thus lower nonlinearity resulting from χ′′′ effects in the
glass [25]. This chapter will explain some of the major advantages of using HC-PBGF,
including its potential for ultra low-loss transmission (Section 5.1). From there, the
chapter will outline the required technologies and requirements to build a system at
2 µm (see Section 5.2). Finally, the chapter will conclude, in Section 5.3, with the first
ever direct implementation of an optical transmission system at 2 µm with details on
the construction of the subsystem, culminating in the world’s first demonstration of
WDM transmission over a HC-PBGF at the predicted low-loss region of 2 µm. A total
capacity of 16 Gbit/s is achieved using 1 × 8.5 Gbit/s and 3 × 2.5 Gbit/s channels
modulated using NRZ OOK over 290 meters of hollow core fibre. Further results
indicate that the system is fully scalable and promising for future integration with
more advanced modulation formats.
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5.1.1 Transmission Windows and Loss Reduction
Table 5.1: Comparison of fibres since the 1960s with noteworthy achievements in solid
core and hollow core fibre fabrication.
Solid Core Fibres
Year Loss (dB/km) Comment Reference
1966 1000
Silica glass at 0.8µm with
assumed window bandwidth of
100 nm
[133]
1970 20
Doped-silica fibre with
assumed window bandwidth
of 100 nm
[134]
1973 4
Outside vapour deposition
at 0.8 to 0.85µm
window bandwidth ≈ 100nm
[135]
1974 2
Modified chemical vapour
deposition process at 1.06µm
window bandwidth ≈ 100 nm
[136]
1976 0.5
Multi Mode germania doped silica
fibre at 1.3 and 1.5µm
window bandwidth ≈ 100nm
[137]
1979 0.2
Standard SMF at 1.55µm
≈ 100nm window bandwidth [30]
2013 0.15
Recent SMF record at 1.5µm
≈ 200 nm window bandwidth [34]
Hollow Core Fibres at 1.5µm
2003 25
silica/air photonic bandgap
≈ 120nm window at 1.5µm [138]
2004 1.7
silica/air photonic bandgap
≈ 25nm window at 1.56µm [139]
2013 3.5
silica/air photonic bandgap
≈ 160nm window at 1.5µm [25]
Predicted 0.2 assumed 160nm window at 1.5µm [140]
Hollow Core Fibres at 2µm
2009 15
7-cell core
≈ 190nm window [141]
2012 4.5
19-cell core
≈ 152nm window at 2µm [142, 143]
Predicted 0.1 assumed 300nm window at 2µm [140]
Historically optical communications has been carried out in three transmission "win-
dows". "Windows" refer to a particular bandwidth of the spectrum where the loss of
the fibre is at a local minimum. Each "window" was typically used due to some tech-
nical development that made a particular bandwidth usable; such as the development
of opto-electronic devices (e.g. lasers). In the following sections the bandwidth of the
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low-loss transmission region was taken to be the frequency range where a fibre main-
tains a continuous loss value within 3 dB of its minimum value. In the early 1960s, the
lowest loss where there were usable subsystems, such as lasers and detectors, could be
found in silica fibres at the 0.8µm wavelength [133] with a typical loss of 1 dB/m, and
became the first "window". In 1966 K. C. Kao and C. A. Hockham [144] outlined how
the loss of the fibre was a result of impurities in the fibre and predicted that these im-
purities could be removed so that the fibre loss could be reduced to 20 dB/km. It was
at this point that optical fibre became an viable alternative to traditional coaxial cable
and was referred to as the "threshold of usefulness" [145]. This is a somewhat arbi-
trary threshold, defined by Li, that corresponds to loss <20dB/km when SMF became
largely adopted. Once the initial drop in loss was achieved it was followed by rapid
progress in the area and, before long, loss was reduced even further. The progress
during this time is summarised in Figure 5.1 by the red data points. This further loss
reduction, along with continued subsystem development, lead to the opening of the
second and third windows at 1.3µm and 1.55µm respectively.
Figure 5.1: Historical progress of loss reduction in solid core fibres (red), Hollow Core
Photonic Bandgap fibres at 1.5µm (green) and Hollow Core Photonic Bandgap fibres
at 2µm (blue). Loss divided by the fibre low-loss bandwidth ("window" bandwidth)
is used to compare fibres operating in different wavelengths and provides a figure of
merit to compare fibres with varying low-loss bandwidths. (Source material in Table
5.1 where data for high performance Coax was taken from [146]).
All the major loss reductions in the 1970s were made in solid core fibres and had dif-
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ferent "windows" of low-loss. In order to compare these fibres with varying window
bandwidths and centre wavelengths, the figure of merit of loss per window bandwidth,
measured in dB/km/GHz, is used. Indeed this figure of merit can be used to compare
all types of wave-guides. This figure of merit is particularly useful when comparing
hollow core fibres as the low-loss bandwidth varies greatly from fibre to fibre. Further
details on the comparison of these fibres can be found in Table 5.1. What is particu-
larly interesting in Figure 5.1 is the comparison to the more modern hollow core fibres.
Only since 2012 has hollow core fibre crossed the point in performance where SMF was
adopted. This was the point where the performance of fibre was said to outstrip the
performance of coax cable. However, looking at the shaded region to the left of Figure
5.1 it can be seen that fibres were capable of out performing coaxial cable long before
this "threshold" point. In the 1950s and 60s coax cables reported to have loss in the
region of ∼ 2 dB/km [146] with typical values being closer to 2 dB/m [147]. In all
cases coax cables have less bandwidth (typically < 10 GHz) than the alternative fibre
solution. This points to a lag between when SMF became a high performing alterna-
tive to coax cable and the actual point when it was widely adopted. Possible reasons
for this include (i) commercial viability and cost (ii) industrial inertia to new technolo-
gies and (iii) subsystem bottlenecks. Though (i) and (ii) are beyond the scope of an
engineering PhD (iii) falls in the realm of engineering. It is possible that subsystem
bottlenecks such as transmitters and receivers being limited to less than 10 GHz and
lacking WDM technology meant that the added bandwidth benefit of SMF was diffi-
cult to exploit and thus reducing the loss became the dominant factor in fibres being
adopted. When moving to a new wavelength it is likely that similar challenges will be
faced where possible technology bottlenecks are discussed in Section 5.2. This being
said, the primary enabling factor for hollow-core fibre transmission at 2 µm remains
loss reduction.
Figure 5.2 shows the loss of solid core and hollow core fibres across a large spectral
bandwidth. The loss mechanisms that fundamentally limit transmission through op-
tical fibres has long been an area of study [148] and has been covered in Chapter 2
where the traditional optical transmission "windows" have been discussed along with
the main loss mechanisms. Over the years different fabricating processes have re-
duced impurities and removed contaminants [135].
The loss reduction in solid core fibre has continued to this day [34], to the point where
loss is dominated by Rayleigh scattering up to 1.66 µ m after which infra-red absorp-
tion losses become dominant. However, in contrast to solid core fibres, light in hollow
core fibres is not guided by total internal reflection and Snells law. Instead, the light is
confined to the core due to the bandgap created by the fibre structure (see Chapter 2).
This means that over 99% of the light propagates through the centre of the fibre even
when the centre is made of air. Concordantly, infrared absorption and Rayleigh scat-
tering losses can be dramatically reduced. Figure 5.2 shows how the different method
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Figure 5.2: Fibre loss illustrating the traditional low-loss windows (0.8µm, 1.3µm and
1.5µm) with impurity losses as described in Chapter 2 Figure 2.5. The practical low-
loss SMF is shown in green as predicted by [140]. Red traces show the predicted
fourth transmission window for hollow core fibre at 2µm where infrared absorption
is reduced and surface scattering (∼ λ−3) dominates over Rayleigh scattering
of propagation in hollow core fibres allows the existence of a fourth window at 2 µm
where the loss mechanisms are dominated by scattering from the air/glass interface
(≈ λ−3) up to 2.03 µm, at which point infra-red absorption losses become dominant yet
again. This fourth transmission window was predicted by Roberts et al. [140] where
loss could be as low as 0.1dB/km over a large bandwidth. Therefore, hollow core fi-
bre offers attractive possibilities for low loss transmission with continued progress in
reducing loss [25]. Provided that this progress is maintained and assuming that com-
mercial challenges and industrial inertia can be overcome subsystem requirements
should be addressed now to identify and overcome any potential botlnecks. Already,
mode multiplexing over hollow core fibre has been demonstrated [97]. This was done
at the traditional 1.5 µm wavelength where there is well established infrastructure.
Moving to 2 µm will require many supporting technologies in order to unlock any
available bandwidth.
5.2 2 µm System Components
This section outlines some of the components that have been developed under the
MODE-GAP project [149]. The follow sections give a brief overview of some of the
major components that enabled system demonstrations. There are a number of com-
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ponents, that are not listed here, that were commercially obtained. These commercial
products will be explained, as required, in Section 5.3.
5.2.1 2 µm Single Mode Lasers
Figure 5.3: SEM image of etched waveguide structure. Courtesy of Eblana Photonics
[150].
Loss reduction was not the only breakthrough in the 1970s and 80s, it was the advent
of supporting technologies that turned optical systems into the backbone of global
communications that they are today. Particularly important in building a system was
the realisation of AlGaAs lasers at room temperature in 1970 [151, 152], followed by
lasers using InGaAsP on InP in 1976 [153]. The same is true for the development of
components at 2 µm, one of the most critical components required being the lasers.
Eblana Photonics have designed and fabricated a discrete mode laser operating at
2 µm, where the author was involved in helping characterise both the material and
packaged devices. The lasers have been designed using traditional InP based ma-
terial, due to the technologies maturity at traditional communication wavelengths.
In0.75Ga0.25As can be used to create a bandgap material around 2 µm, this is done
by introducing strain in the lattice between the InGaAs and the InP substrate. More
details on the material growth can be found in [154, 150]. A single mode of the Fabry
Pérot material structure is selected by etching slots into the upper waveguide layer.
A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the material structure can be seen
in Figure 5.3, where the etched slots can be seen as a series of vertical lines running
through the material. The slots are used to isolate a single mode where the resonator
has a facet on either end (facet is not shown in Figure 5.3. The cavity is orientated in
the horizontal direction and the current flows from top to bottom of the image).
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Figure 5.4: Laser characteristics: (a) Spectrum of a laser operating at 2005nm with
≈ 50 dB SMSS, measured at 20◦C with 100 mA bias current. (b) Output optical power
as a function of bias current, threshold at 16 mA.
Figure 5.5: s21 measurements of packaged 2µm laser, indicating a 3dB bandwidth
≈ 3 GHz.
The slotted laser structure successfully isolated a single Fabry Pérot mode and gave
a high side mode suppression ratio (> 40 dB) from the other Fabry Pérot modes by
the careful etching of slots in the upper InP waveguide [150]. This single mode op-
eration is shown in Figure 5.4(a), where the measurements were taken on bar using
a simple coupling fibre connected to an optical spectrum analyser with 0.2 nm band-
width resolution. Figure 5.4(b) shows the output optical power as a function of bias
current with optical powers > 5 mA (≈ 7 dBm) before packaging. After cleaving,
the lasers were packaged in a butterfly package with 60% coupling efficiency into a
solid core fibre pigtail. The packaging was designed to allowed direct modulation of
the lasers. In order to ascertain the frequency response of the packaged device, an
s21 measurement was taken using a network analyser and a commercially available
8 GHz 2 µm detector, where an s parameter corresponds to a particular element in a
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two port scattering matrix where each component is a vector giving amplitude and
phase information. For the purposes of this work the s21 parameter can be thought
of as a measurement of voltage out versus voltage in as a function of frequency. An
optical isolator was used between the laser and detector to reduce any reflections that
would degrade the frequency response, the second generation of butterfly packages
incorporate an optical isolator within the package. The results are plotted in Figure
5.5 and show a 3 dB bandwidth of ≈ 3 GHz after which there is a gradual roll-off in
response due to the capacitance of the material affecting the RC time constant. The
frequency response of the laser could be increased by reducing the capacitance of the
material by careful regrowth of a semi-insulating layer [155, 156].
5.2.2 2 µm Photodiodes
High speed optical communication systems are impossible to achieve without the use
of high speed detectors. The required properties of 2 µm photodiodes for commu-
nications include high speed, high responsivity as well as low dark current. These
properties are significantly dependent on the design of the material. In this case the
same InGaAs on InP material, as outline in Section 5.2.1, was used to produce the re-
quired bandgap at 2µm. The quantum wells in this material reduce the lattice strain
and, as a result, low defect density and, therefore, low noise. Further details of the
material can be found in [157].
In the first generation design, an edge coupled waveguide structure was adopted in-
stead of a top illuminated mesa structure for achieving both high speed and high ef-
ficiency simultaneously. This design allows the flexibility for monolithic integration
with other waveguide based optoelectronic devices on InP substrates, such as laser
diodes, semiconductor optical amplifiers, and electro-absorption modulators that may
be developed in the future. In order to achieve high speed, which is determined by
the RC time constant and the carrier transit time, a small intrinsic area is preferred in
order to minimise capacitance.
The electrode pads consisted of a coplanar ground-signal electrodes with benzocy-
clobutene polymer underneath, designed to minimise parasitic capacitance for en-
hanced high speed performance. The structure of the device can be seen in Figure 5.6
and is described in detail in [157]. The device consisted of a deep etched ridge through
the quantum wells layers where SiO2 was used as the etching mask followed by de-
position of a 150 nm thick SiNx passivation layer. A BCB layer (Benzocyclobutene
polymer passivation layer) was then spin coated and cured followed by a further etch
to access the n-type InP. This was followed by a layer of SiO2 to increase adhesion with
the metal contacts. A final etching process was used to access both the n- and p-type
contacts before TiAu was evaporated for both p- and n-type metal electrodes.
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Figure 5.6: Schematic of 2µm photodiode layer structure.
When the device was measured it showed very low leakage < 120 nA with −3 V
bias voltage and a photoresponsivity of 0.3 A/W. The low leakage current indicates
the material has very good crystal quality and the fabrication process was successful.
The responsivity of 0.3 A/W is relatively low, and is limited by the low coupling
efficiency between the waveguide mode and the fibre mode. The responsivity could
be potentially improved to a photoresponsivity > 1 A/W by AR coating the input
facet or by integration with a mode size converter to match the fibre mode.
Figure 5.7: Image of 2µm photodiode in unsealed package.
To characterise the high-speed performance of the device, a high-speed butterfly pack-
age with a K (2.92 mm) connector was used. The device was wire bonded to a specially
designed high-speed micro-strip line and CPW lines integrated circuit on AlN with
two 100Ω resistors in parallel for impedance matching to reduce the reflection loss. A
lens ended (angle: 85°, curvature radius: 11.5 µm), single mode fibre (core NA: 0.20,
for reduced loss at 2 µm) was used to couple light into the waveguide of the device in
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the package. Figure 5.7 shows a microscope image of the packaged device. The small
signal response of the packaged PD was measured at 2 µm using the setup shown in
Figure 5.8.
Figure 5.8: Setup for measuring s21 of 2 µm detector with optical paths shown in black
and electrical paths shown in red.
The optical setup consisted of a 2 µm laser, optical isolator, polarisation controller,
2 µm Mach-Zehnder modulator and 2 µm detector (the device under test). The 2 µm
laser was powered using a current source set to ∼ 85 mA (for ∼ 3 dBm) and was
temperature controlled to set the wavelength at 2006 nm. The 2 µm detector was
powered via a bias-T with the AC port of the bias-T connected to port 2 of the network
analyser. The output port (port 1) of the network analyser was connected to the 2 µm
Mach-Zehnder modulator via an RF amplifier (where the output voltage swing of the
amplifier was ∼ 10 V). The RF cables were first calibrated by connecting the output
of the RF amplifier to the cable attached between the 2 µm detector and bias-T in
Figure 5.8. The remaining results were normalised to this measurement to remove any
responses from the cabling and connector adapters (connectors not shown in Figure
5.8). When measuring the frequency response of the RF path no major frequency roll-
off was visible up to 20 GHz. The RF connections were then connected to the Mach-
Zehnder modulator and 2 µm detector respectively and the resultant s21 plots can be
seen in Figure 5.9(bottom). To mitigate the response of the Mach-Zehnder modulator
the experiment was also performed at 1.55 µm using a 1.55 µm laser and detector,
where the detector had 60 GHz bandwidth. The system was calibrated using a 40 GHz
1.55 µm modulator as reference before measuring the frequency response of the 2 µm
modulator, the result can be seen in the blue trace of Figure 5.18 where the modulator
has a 3 dB bandwidth of ∼ 10 GHz. The 40 GHz 1.55 µm modulator was again placed
in the system to measure the response of the 2 µm detector at 1550nm.
A modulated light signal was input to the packaged PD which was reverse biased
under different voltages. The optimum frequency response performance was found
at a reverse bias voltage of 5 V. The measured 3dB bandwidth of the packaged de-
vice is shown in Figure 5.9 where the device was measured at 1.5µm to have a 3 dB
bandwidth of ∼ 14 GHz. The bandwidth at 2 µm reduced to 10 GHz. This reduction
is believed to be bandwidth limited by the 2 µm modulator which, as will be dis-
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Figure 5.9: Frequency response of 2µm photodiode, attained from S21 measurements.
cussed in greater detail in Section 5.3, had a bandwidth of ∼ 10 GHz. The sensitivity
is considerably reduced at 2 µm due to the coupling efficiency between the waveg-
uide mode and fibre mode. The low sensitivity made the detector unsuitable for use
with the transmission experiments and a commercially available detector was used.
Since completion of this thesis the material has been re-fabricated with a mode size
converter and AR coating giving a higher sensitivity.
5.2.3 Thulium-Doped Fibre Amplifiers
The implementation of the erbium doped fibre amplifier in 1987, considered revolu-
tionary at the time, signified continued progress in optical communications by remov-
ing the need for complex optoelectronic regenerators. In order for 2 µm transmission
to be viable, such amplifiers must be created in the 2 µm window.
Thulium (Tm3+) is a very promising candidate for optical amplification in this band.
It produces a remarkably broad, ≈ 30 THz, emission spectrum due to the 3F4 −→3 H6
transitions in Tm3+ doped silica. This is about double the bandwidth of erbium doped
fibres 4I13/2 ←→4 I15/2 transitions, compared to ∼ 15 THz for Er3+ doped silica. The
ASE of the first generation TDFA is compared to a modern day EDFA in Figure 5.10,
this illustrates the potential for TDFAs to surpass the bandwidth of existing EDFAs.
A thulium doped optical fibre amplifier (TDFA) was developed for use in the system,
and its schematic is shown in Figure 5.11. The amplifier was designed and constructed
in the University of Southampton as part of MODE-GAP by Zihong Li and colleagues
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of first generation TDFA and EDFA ASE bandwidth. The
sudden dips in the TDFA spectrum at high prequencies is likely due to gas absorption
in the OSA.
Figure 5.11: TDFA Block Diagram.
[158]. It was used extensively in the transmission experiments that are to follow. The
amplifier was built with commercially available Tm3+-doped fibre with a mode field
diameter of 5 µm at 1.7 µm and absorption of 200 dB/m at 790nm (TmDF200)[159].
The amplifier had two stages, which provided enhanced gain at wavelengths around
2 µm. It consisted of two sections: firstly, a 4 m long TDF section before the WDM cou-
pler, followed by a second 12 m long forward-pumped TDF section after this coupler.
The second section was forward pumped by a 1565 nm fibre Bragg grating (FBG) stabi-
lized single mode laser. The first section was backward pumped by back-propagating
ASE from the second stage which enhanced the long wavelength gain at 2 µm by
≈ 5 dB. The amplifier gain and external noise figure (NF) are plotted in Figure 5.12,
where the results were obtained by Zihong Li in the University of Southampton. The
3 dB gain bandwidth of the amplifier was ≈ 80 nm, centred at 1960 nm. A minimum
NF of ≈ 6 dB was measured for practical input powers with pump powers above
27.5 dBm. A reduction of this NF should be possible and was limited in this case to
the losses of the first generation of passive components used in the input stage of the
amplifier. As can be seen from Figure 5.12(a), the TDFA had gains > 30dB for pump
powers above 27.5dBm.
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Figure 5.12: (a) Gain and (b) Noise Figure Performance of first generation TDFA, mea-
surements provided by the author of [158].
5.2.4 Hollow Core Photonic Bandgap Fibres
Figure 5.13: SEM image of the 19-cell hollow core fibre.
The basic principles of hollow core fibre have been outlined in Chapter 2 and their
promising low-loss at 2µm has been discussed in Section 5.1, with much improvement
in the reduction of loss recorded recently [97, 142]. For the transmission experiments
we used fibres developed, by the University of Southampton. A 19-cell core struc-
ture, illustrated in Figure 5.13, was developed for low-loss transmission at 2 µm. The
cladding was composed of 6½ rings of holes with an average spacing of ≈ 5.5 µm
and relative hole size of ≈ 0.96 ± 0.05. The core had a 36 µm diameter, surrounded
by a thin silica layer carefully engineered to minimise the number of surface modes,
and hence obtain low-loss guidance with extended bandwidth [160]. The fibre was
largely single mode with some surface modes present but with a higher order mode
suppression of ≈ 30 dB. The attenuation characterisation is shown in Figure 5.14 (red
trace), with a record minimum loss of < 4.5 dB/km at 1.97 µm, opening a bandwidth
of ≈ 152 nm. As no precaution was taken to avoid atmospheric gas into the fibre
during fabrication and characterisation, carbon dioxide absorption was observed at
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the centre of the attenuation curve. The three most prevalent gasses at these wave-
lengths are CO2, H2O and HCl (where HCl is present from the processing of the fibre
preform), the absorption lines are plotted in Figure 5.14 in grey, blue and green respec-
tively. As the absorption lines were very narrow (<60pm), de-tuning the lasers slightly
ensured optimum performance for the proof-of-concept experiments. The data on the
gas absorption was taken from the HITRAN database [161].
Figure 5.14: Plot of HC-PBGF transmission loss (red) along with ASE gain spectrum
of TDFA (black). Green, blue and grey traces show intensity lines for HCl, H2O and
CO2 respectively. Absorption lines taken from the HITRAN database [161] and loss
spectrum based on [25].
Table 5.2: Key characteristics of the fibre used for transmission at 2µm
Hollow Core Fibre Characteristics
Pitch (L) 5.5µm
d/λ 0.96
Core Diameter 36µm
Mode Field Diameter estimated ≈ 22µm
3dB Bandwidth 152 nm
Minimum Loss 4.5dB/km @1970 nm
High Order Mode suppression ≈ 30dB
5.2.5 Passive Components
This section outlines, briefly, some of the passive components that had to be developed
at 2 µm and used as part of the transmission experiments.
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5.2.5.1 Couplers
Fused couplers were developed by Phoenix Photonics [162], using passive optical fibre
with an excess insertion loss < 1dB. The couplers in this experiment consisted of a
4:1 combiner, consisting of three standard 2 × 2 couplers. 2 × 2 couplers were also
available in power ratios of 50 : 50 and ≈ 90 : 10.
5.2.5.2 Filters
Figure 5.15: Filter characterisation with optical spectrum at 0.1 nm resolution where
the output spectrum of a 4:1 combiner is shown in the black traces of (a) and (b). Red
traces taken at the return port of the circulator using two separate Bragg gratings to
filter 2004.79 nm and 1997.64 nm channels in (a) and (b) respectively.
For the system experiments, the filter comprised of a circulator and a set of three ther-
mally tuned fibre Bragg gratings (FBG), with an extinction ratio > 20dB, a 3dB band-
width of < 0.5nm, and a (thermal) tuning range > 1nm. Each of the wavelength
channels were selected by a combination of inserting the relevant FBG to the circula-
tor and tuning their temperatures. This resulted in a maximum loss of 3.5dB. A fibre
Bragg grating for filtering the ∼ 1997.64 nm channel was spliced to the output port of
the circulator and was detuned to a lower wavelength when other channels were un-
der test, this can be seen in Figure 5.15(a) where there are two peaks close to 1997 nm
due to Bragg detuning. When studying the 1997.64 nm channel only a single Bragg
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grating was used, with a thermal tuning range shown in Figure 5.15(d), where the fi-
bre Bragg grating was placed on a thin sheet of aluminium with thermal paste. The
temperature was controlled using Peltier plates placed under the aluminium strip.
When tuning to the 2004.79 nm or 2004.27 nm channels a second Bragg grating was
placed in series with the 1997 nm Bragg grating, an example can be seen in Figure
5.15(a) with a thermal tuning range given in Figure 5.15(c). Finally for the 2002.22 nm
channel the 2004 nm Bragg grating was replaced with a Bragg grating tuned to the
2002.22 nm channel, though this filter remained in series with the 1997 nm Bragg grat-
ing. The 2002 nm and 2004 nm Bragg gratings only had a single side pigtailed with
the the oposite side remaining a bare ended fibre cleave. It is possible that this lead
to a reduced extinction ratio for the 2002.22, 2004.27 and 2004.79 nm channels due to
reflections at the bare fibre output of the 2002 nm and 2004 nm Bragg gratings. This
was mitigated by placing the bare fibre ends into index matching fluid. However, a
slightly lower extinction ratio remained for the channels using the fibre Braggs with
bare fibre ends, as can be seen in Figure 5.15(a). The best filtering was achieved for
the 1997.64 nm channel (Figure 5.15(b)) where only a single Bragg grating was used,
where both fibre ends were pigtailed with angled connectors and coupled to a spool
of SMF to reduce the power of Fresnel reflections.
5.2.5.3 Patch Cords, Polarisation Controllers and Attenuators
Standard SMF has significant bending losses at 2 µm (> 1 dB for a one meter patch
cord). 2 µm polarisation controllers should be available in the near future [162]. In
the interim, to reduce bending loss, Nufern SM1950 fibre was used with polarisation
controllers. This fibre has a SiO2/GeO2 doped core, with a core numerical aperture
= 0.2. The fibre was used to create standard all-fibre polarisation controllers, made
up of three paddles or "bat-ears" consisting of a turns ratio and bending diameter to
create one half wave plate and two quarter wave plates. The polarisation controllers
had an excess loss of ∼ 0.6 dB due to bending losses.
For the attenuators a SMF tunable attenuator, typically for 1550 nm, was used at 2 µm.
This had an excess loss of∼ 3 dB and was very sensitive to manual adjustment. Figure
5.16 shows the attenuation as a function of input power with the attenuator manually
adjusted to a single position and not adjusted over the course of the measurement. The
measurements show a highly nonlinear relationship and accentuate the need for cus-
tomised components for the 2 µm wavelength. In the majority of cases the attenuator
operated in the low input power region, where the performance was more linear. The
input and output power of the attenuator was closely monitored when taking exper-
imental measurements and the attenuator adjusted to maintain the required amount
of attenuation.
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Figure 5.16: Plot of attenuation as a function of input power showing a nonlinear
relation, particularly at high input powers.
5.3 System Experiments
Figure 5.17: Experimental setup showing (a) Transmitter, (b) Channel consisting of
290m of HC-PBGF and (c) Receiver.
Figure 5.17 shows the experimental setup for the world’s first 2 µm WDM transmitter
and receiver subsystem. The majority of the systems components were developed for
the trial and are outlined in Section 5.2. For the transmitter, seen in Figure 5.17(a),
four InGaAs/InP multiple quantum-well discrete-mode lasers, operating at 1997.64,
2002.22, 2004.27 and 2004.79nm wavelengths were used as the four source frequen-
cies. Three of the lasers were directly modulated (2004.79, 2004.27 and 1997.64nm) to
demonstrate the capabilities of the first generation of laser diodes. The lasers were
directly modulated using a pulse pattern generator at 2.5 Gbit/s with data and data
inverse output ports. The data output port was to drive two lasers with the signal
first being amplified using an RF amplifier to maintain a Vpp ≈ 1 V for each laser, after
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which the power was split evenly where an RF delay line was used to decorrelate the
data in each path. The inverse data port of the pulse pattern generator was connected
directly to the third directly modulated laser with 1 V peak to peak.
Figure 5.18: (a) S21 measurement of the external modulator at 1.5µm (blue) and at
2µm (red). (b) Spectrum showing the four channel WDM transmitter measured at the
output of the 4:1 combiner with 0.1nm resolution bandwidth.
The remaining optical channel at 2002.22nm was biased to produce cw output power
≈ 3 dBm and from there propagate to an intensity modulator. At this point the wave-
length was externally modulated using the commercially available LiNbO3 Mach-
Zehnder intensity modulator at a bit rate of 8.5 Gbit/s NRZ OOK using a 231 − 1
pseudo random bit sequence, where the V pi of the modulator was ≈ 9.5V . The RF
bandwidth of this channel was limited by the modulator and detector, with a com-
bined 3dB frequency response of 8 GHz both at 1.5 µm and 2 µm (Figure 5.18(a), blue
triangles and red circles respectively). The frequency response at 1.5 µm used a detec-
tor with > 20 GHz bandwidth and thus the frequency response of the modulator was
directly measured. However, due to the bandwidth limitation of the 2 µm detector the
measurement at 2 µm was a combined response of the detector and modulator.
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Figure 5.19: Modulator output for four clock frequencies applied to the modulator RF
port. The four clock frequencies were (a)2.5 GHz, (b)5 GHz, (c)7 GHz and (d)10 GHz.
Figure 5.19 shows the resultant response of the modulator for bit rates of 2.5, 5, 7 and
10 Gbit/s. This was done by placing a clock synthesiser at the RF input of the modu-
lator and adjusting the clock frequency. At 7 GHz (Figure 5.19(c)) the signal began to
degrade with a rapid drop-off in performance after 8.5 GHz and continued to degrade
(see Figure 5.19(d)) due to the frequency response of the 2 µm detector. The 8.5Gbit/s
bit rate was selected as it was the highest possible bit rate achievable with a tolera-
ble penalty due to combined detector and modulator frequency response roll-off. The
process was repeated when choosing an operating bit rate for the directly modulated
lasers. Figure 5.20 shows the response of a directly modulated laser for three separate
clock frequencies. The largest peak to peak voltage response was achieved at a fre-
quency of 2.5 GHz, after which the signal degraded due to the frequency response of
the laser.
Figure 5.20: Laser output for three clock frequencies applied directly to the laser show-
ing a reduced response for higher frequencies.
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The WDM signals were then combined with a passive optical fibre based 4:1 combiner
with an average excess loss of 1 dB, provided by Phoenix Photonics. The combiner was
followed by an optical isolator, in order to avoid unwanted back reflections. It would
be preferable to have an isolator at the output of each of the four lasers, however due
to the scarcity of components at 2µm (and as a result, expense), only one isolator was
used after the 4:1 combiner. Figure 5.18(b) shows the spectral output of the transmitter,
with a 0.1nm resolution, showing that the side-mode suppression of the lasers was
below 30dB. The spectrum was acquired using a Yokogawa AQ6375 long wavelength
optical spectrum analyser.
The filter comprised a circulator and a set of three thermally tuned FBGs as outlined in
Section 5.2.5.2. The individual filter components were commercially acquired and the
filter was then assembled in-house. Each of the wavelength channels were selected by
a combination of inserting the relevant FBG to the circulator and tuning their temper-
atures. This resulted in a maximum loss of 3.5 dB, at the negligible expense of a slight
increase in the out-of-band spontaneous emission. The received power was then con-
trolled with a tunable attenuator and a tap monitor was inserted to monitor, either,
the optical power for the bit error rate (BER) measurements, or the filtered spectrum
at the receiver. The optical power was measured using a ThorLabs long wavelength
detector capable of measuring signal from DC to 10 MHz.
Finally, a high speed detector at 2 µm was used. Unfortunately, the first generation
10 GHz 2 µm detector described in Section 5.2.2 did not have sufficient responsiv-
ity and the packaging of the device required improvement. Instead, a commercially
available 8 GHz detector from EOT was used, along with an RF amplifier. The detec-
tor had a responsivity of ∼ 1.6 A/W with an inbuilt transimpedance amplifier and a
dark current < 300 µA with three volts reverse biased. Once in the electrical domain
the signal was fed to a PRBS error detector where the clock was "bootstrapped" from
the pattern generator clock output. As there were two separate bit rates this meant
that two separate PRBS error detectors were used, both had a clock in common with
their respective PRBS pattern generators. A picture of the complete setup can be seen
in Figure 5.21.
5.3.1 Performance of 2 µm Subsystems
In order to study the subsystems scalability the system was modified to carry an ad-
vanced modulation format operating at a higher bit rate of 5 Gbit/s. To achieve this
BPSK using Fast-OFDM was selected as the most suitable candidate to maximise the
use of the available bandwidth of the 2 µm lasers while maintaining direct detection
at the receiver. The BPSK Fast-OFDM format was implemented with the help of Dr.
Jian Zhao and had 128 discrete-cosine transform point size, among which 106 subcar-
riers were used for data modulation. Direct modulation using BPSK Fast-OFDM on
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Figure 5.21: Picture of experimental setup with visible components labelled.
each of the 128 subcarriers increased the capacity of each directly modulated laser to
5 Gbit/s. Two independent outputs and one complementary output of an Arbitrary
Waveform Generator, operating at 12 GS/s, were used to repeatedly transmit 7 de-
correlated frames, containing 100 data symbols, preceded by one training symbol for
synchronization [163].
The transmitter was divided into two separate bit rates. The 2004.79, 2004.27 and
1997.64nm channels were directly modulated using BPSK Fast-OFDM at 5Gbit/s,
while the externally modulated channel was encoded using NRZ OOK at 8.5Gbit/s.
This mixed format transmitter was then connected to fifty metres of Nufern solid core
fibre. The fibre had a loss ≈ 4.2dB, dominated by splicing losses to SMF fibre pigtails
with an estimated 2 dB loss per splice. The pigtailed fifty metre spool allowed for
simple insertion and removal between the transmitter and receiver. At the output the
signal was pre-amplified by the TDFA. From there the system remained the same as
Figure 5.17, consisting of a filtering system, optical taps for monitoring received power
and a high speed detector. Once the optical signal was returned to the electrical do-
main it was amplified, using a standard 12GHz RF amplifier with 9dB gain. From
there a PRBS error detector was used to recover the data, in the case of the externally
modulated channel. For the directly modulated channels, encoded with BPSK Fast-
OFDM data, the data was recovered using a real time oscilloscope (12GHz 50GS/s)
and offline digital signal processing.
The 2 µm WDM subsystem was analysed in terms of its bit error rate (BER) perfor-
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Figure 5.22: BER measurements as a function of received power for (a) directly modu-
lated BPSK Fast-OFDM channels and (b) externally modulated NRZ OOK channel for
back-to-back (open symbols) and over 50m solid core Nufern fibre (solid symbols)
mance either at back-to-back, or after 50m of a solid core single mode fibre with a
total input power below 3dBm. The results in Figure 5.22(a) show that the 5 Gbit/s
directly modulated BPSK Fast-OFDM channels gave receiver sensitivities at 1 × 10−3
of -8.5dBm or below, with a spread of less than 1dB between channels at this BER. This
1dB spread is likely due to the coupling losses between ports from the 4:1 combiner,
and the slight tilt on the amplifier gain over this wavelength region (∼ 2 dB across
the range of wavelengths in use). For the NRZ-OOK externally modulated channel
(Figure 5.22(b)), error-free performance was achieved, with a receiver sensitivity of
-10.7dBm also at a BER of 1× 10−3.
Less than 0.5dB penalty was observed after the fifty metres of fibre for all four chan-
nels, indicating that longer fibre lengths should be readily achieved. Figure 5.23 shows
open eye diagrams and clear constellations for two channels after 50 m of fibre, show-
ing that no additional penalty is observed after fibre transmission.
This work shows, for the first time, the direct implementation of a telecommunica-
tions grade optical subsystem at 2 µm. These are promising results that show the first
generation of components at 2 µm have the basic functionality required for creating
an optical link at 2 µm.
5.3.2 Transmission Over Hollow Core Fibre
For transmission over the fibre it was first necessary to couple light in out of the fi-
bre, this was done by "butt-coupling" SMF to either end of the HC-PBGF, using xyz
stages to control alignment of the fibres. This allowed manual tuning to maximise the
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Figure 5.23: Eye diagram of externally modulated channel (top row) before (left) and
after (right) transmission. Bottom row shows constellation diagram for a directly mod-
ulated BPSK Fast-OFDM channel before (left) and after (right) transmission.
extinction ratio between other modes supported by the fibre, while at the same time
avoiding the relatively large splice losses of splicing solid core SMF to a HC-PBGF
with mismatched core diameters. The channel link (Figure 5.17(b)) had ≈ 10dB loss
and was dominated by coupling losses (≈ 4dB) at either end. Since these initial in-
vestigations there has been considerable work on improving the quality of SMF to
HC-PBGF splicing and hollow core to hollow core splicing [164]. This shows great
promise for reducing excess loss in transmitter and receiver components. It may also
help, in the short term, to provide HC-PBGF lengths in the order of kilometres.
The transmitter was divided into two separate bit rates. The 2004.79, 2004.27 and
1997.64nm channels were directly modulated using NRZ OOK at 2.5Gbit/s instead of
BPSK Fast-OFDM. This decision was made due to the constraint of offline processing
and the difficulty of aligning the fibre. By using OOK it was possible to continuously
monitor the BER and recognise system drifts, such as drifting in the butt coupling
alignment. The 2002.22nm channel was directly modulated at a bit rate of 8.5Gbit/s.
The performance of the system was analysed by measuring bit error rates for both
back-to-back and over 290 meters of HC-PBGF. The results of these measurements can
be viewed in Figure 5.24 for each of the four WDM channels. Error free transmission
was achieved for all channels in both the direct and externally modulated cases. For
the externally modulated channel (Figure 5.24(b)), there was a negligible transmission
penalty when transmitting over fibre, with receiver sensitivity below −10.5 dBm at
a BER of 1 × 10−3. The eye diagram after transmission for the externally modulated
channel can be seen in Figure 5.25(b) with slight patterning due to the bit rate being on
the limit of the detector’s frequency response. This was deemed an acceptable penalty
to achieve a higher bit-rate and the patterning can be removed by reducing the bit-rate.
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Figure 5.24: Bit error rate results for directly modulated (a) and externally modulated
channels (b) for back-to-back (open symbols) and over 290 metres HC-PBGF (closed
symbols).
For the directly modulated channels receiver sensitivities of −10.3dBm and less were
achieved for each wavelength, after transmission, at a BER of 1 × 10−3, as shown in
Figure 5.24(a). The bias currents of the lasers were adjusted for optimum BER after
transmission. A maximum sensitivity penalty of 1.3dB was observed when transmit-
ting over fibre compared to back-to-back. The channel requiring the highest receiver
sensitivity (2004.79 nm see Figure 5.25(a)) corresponds to the laser with the lowest
SMSR. Figure 5.25(c) shows the eye diagram of the 2004.79 nm channel before trans-
mission, showing large overshoot, possibly due to mode partition noise and reflected
light from the 4:1 combiner. This coupled with a slight detuning or reduction in extinc-
tion ratio of the receiver filter would allow more noise to the receiver, with dispersion
exacerbating the effect. Repeated experiments were unable to match the back-to-back
performance achieved in Figure 5.24(a) indicating that the Bragg grating may have
been damaged, potentially due to over-cooling.
These results constitute the first direct implementation of a WDM fibre based system
operating at a transmission wavelength of 2 µm.
These measurements constitute a proof of principle and are currently limited by the
complexities of integrating the HC-PBGF into the system and the limitations of avail-
able components.
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Figure 5.25: (a)Spectrum of all four channels before (black) and after (red) transmis-
sion. (b) Eye diagram of externally modulated channel after transmission.(c) Eye dia-
gram of directly modulated channel at 2004.79 nm.
5.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter investigated the benefits of hollow core photonic band-gap fibre and the
challenge of transmission at the predicted low loss minima of 2 µm.
Many of the enabling technologies were discussed, including the development of a
high speed (10 GHz) detector and 2 µm lasers. A proof of principle experiment demon-
strated the world’s first subsystem implemented directly at the 2 µm wavelength util-
ising a mixed format WDM system with a total capacity of 23.5 Gbit/s. This was
followed by a second demonstration, the first ever WDM transmission over 290 m of
hollow core photonic band-gap fibre at 2 µm.
Despite the promising results and successful proof of principle experiments there are
several areas where improvements could be made. Future work could develop more
advanced modulators capable of generating IQ modulation formats. This will require
further development of components to allow coherent detection. Development of sec-
ond generation lasers could improve frequency response to allow for greater band-
width when directly modulating. More development on all components including
couplers and filters will insure that systems at 2 µm can become a reality. This work
has shown that such subsystems are possible with the ability to produce ultra-low loss
fibres at significant ultimately determining the viability of such systems.
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Conclusions
"So we beat on, boats against the current, borne back ceaselessly into the past."
F. Scott Fitzgerald
This thesis investigated some of the potential solutions for delivering high capacity
digital communications and hoped to contribute, in some way, to designing the optical
communications system of the future. To do this the thesis was broken into two main
parts. One part investigated future improvements to SMF while the remainder of the
thesis made a thorough examination into new fibre technology. The progress of both
respective tracks will now be reviewed.
6.1 Future Improvements in SMF
As mentioned at the start of the thesis, there are several approaches to increasing
the capacity of current SMF, varying from high spectral efficiency systems utilising
advanced wavelength division multiplexing techniques [16], to compensation tech-
niques such as digital back propagation [17] and optical phase conjugation [18] that
aim to compensate for fibre transmission impairments. This thesis studied the effi-
ciency of modulation formats and implementing a power efficient modulation format
that uses the entire signal space for modulation, enabling a higher overall efficiency
per bit in a SMF.
These advanced modulation formats, that target efficient use of the signal space to
achieve greater nonlinear tolerance, were covered in Chapter 3. The chapter began
by investigating new techniques to view multidimensional modulation formats with
a view to having an efficient visual representation of the signal, similar to the con-
stellation diagram. The four dimensions of a dual-polarisation wave were defined
as the absolute amplitude and phase with the second polarisation adding two addi-
tional degrees of freedom, relative amplitude and phase. A visualisation technique
known as stereographic projection was introduced and applied to modulation for-
mats for the first time, to the authors knowledge. It is hoped that future work using
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the visualisation techniques presented could extend the stereographic projection ap-
proach to higher degrees of freedom, such as frequency or space. After the visualisa-
tion techniques were introduced the power saving of advanced modulation formats
was discussed. This was done by comparing spectral efficiency to asymptotic power
efficiency, the former a metric of how many bits a modulation format can convey and
the latter a metric of energy required per bit. The trade off between the two showed
that simplexes were the most efficient in two and three dimensions while a new triadic
modulation format, referred to as PS-QPSK was found to have the optimum trade-off
in four dimensions.
An experimental demonstration of the PS-QPSK format in a typical terrestrial WDM
system was then presented and compared with the performance of polarisation-
multiplexed QPSK at the same bit rate of 40.5 Gb/s. PS-QPSK and DP-QPSK were
compared for a single-channel, back-to-back configuration, and for 10× 100km WDM
transmission over standard SMF with 50 GHz-spaced neighbour channels of the same
modulation format. The results demonstrate compelling advantages of PS-QPSK over
DP-QPSK, including 0.9dB sensitivity improvement for back-to-back (at 10−3 BER) as-
suming conventional hard-decision forward-error-correction and up to 1.6 dB higher
launch power tolerance for a 1 dB penalty in required OSNR relative to back-to-back.
Thus, PS-QPSK has shown some promising results to extend the functionality of cur-
rent SMF. However, modulation formats such as DP-QPSK and 16-QAM do have
higher spectral efficiencies and it is possible that these formats will be required for
providing higher capacity at the expense of higher energy consumption and poten-
tially lower reach due to nonlinearities. However, PS-QPSK is only one particular
power efficient modulation format and by using similar approaches it should be pos-
sible to design highly efficient dual polarisation modulation formats that deliver high
spectral efficiency at an optimum power efficiency.
6.2 Advantages of New Fibre Technology
Moving beyond transmitter and receiver design presented in Chapter 3 the thesis
turns to discuss the possible benefits of using new fibres that have a higher power
threshold that are envisioned to have far fewer nonlinear Kerr effects and thus the
potential for higher capacity systems. This thesis set out to experimentally investigate
the nonlinear advantages of few-mode fibres and the potential capacity increase as a
result of using multi-mode transmission.
Chapter 4 starts by studying the benefits of multi-mode and few-mode fibre that has
lead them to be a fruitful research topic in optical communications of late, with many
high-profile examples [38, 96]. In order to estimate the overall advantage of few-mode
fibres compared to single mode fibre several experiments were carried out to com-
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pare the nonlinear performance of FMF. The nonlinear limit was of interest as it is
at this point that nonlinear fibre impairments begin to dominate and limit transmis-
sion capacity (assuming the most efficient encoding has been employed, as discussed
in Chapter 3). Several nonlinear effects were studied including stimulated Brillouin
scattering, self phase modulation and four wave mixing. For stimulated Brillouin
scattering experimental measurements confirmed that SBS is present in FMF where
the basic effect is the same as the SMF case, due to the silica core in both fibres. The
major difference between SMF and FMF is the considerably larger acoustic effective
area, due to the larger core.
Investigations into self-phase modulation in FMF were presented that showed exper-
imental work that successfully demonstrated self-phase modulation in FMF. The ex-
periments showed that there were clear effects of dispersion and SPM in individual
modes of a FMF with the results compared to current numerical models that neglect
inter-mode effects. It was found that such models remain useful for estimating perfor-
mance, for accurate modelling additional effects should be included.
Another set of experimental techniques were presented in Chapter 4 to investigate
the affect of inter-mode effects in greater detail. This lead to investigations into four-
wave-mixing in FMF where intra- and inter-mode four wave mixing were isolated.
The results were compared to a model that included both intra- and inter-mode FWM
confirming both the presence of inter-mode FWM and the accuracy of the numerical
model. It was found, for the particular fibre under investigation, that there was a 3 dB
increase in FWM signal compared to what would be expected from intra-mode FWM
alone.
From the experimental measurements carried out to estimate the nonlinear effects in
FMF and experimentally verifying closed form expressions for FWM it was possible to
use this FWM model to calculate the lower-bound capacity limit of few-mode fibres.
It was found, for the fibre in use for the FWM experiments, that inter-mode FWM
reduced the overall capacity of the FMF. For the fibre in question it was found that each
mode had a capacity limit similar to a SMF, indicating that there is a linear growth in
overall capacity as the number of fibre modes increases. Depending on how additional
modes are added (by increasing or decreasing the deferential mode delay between the
fastest and slowest modes), inter-mode four-wave mixing has the potential to reduce
the capacity of each mode as additional modes are added to the fibre.
Chapter 5 investigated another radically new fibre, hollow-core photonic band-gap
fibre and the engineering challenges that go with it. The impact of additional band-
width, coupled with the potential of higher nonlinear thresholds, offers an exciting
and radical approach to overcome the capacity limits of today’s systems. The chapter
examined the possible scenario where hollow core fibre can be manufactured at low-
loss and high yield. In this scenario the preferred low-loss window would be at 2 µm.
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Chapter 5 studied the requirements of any subsystems and the challenges in moving
to another transmission window. The chapter covered the development of essential
components to unlock the 2 µm window.
Many of the critical components are feasible with components such as Thulium doped
fibre amplifiers and 2 µm lasers already developed. The development of a high speed
detector was presented along with characterisation of various components such as fi-
bre Bragg gratings used for filtering at 2 µm. The thesis culminates in the construction
of the world’s first WDM subsystem operating at 2 µm. The system was then used
to transmit 16 GHz over 290 m of hollow core fibre using direct detection. This work
shows that subsystems at 2 µm are feasible.
The viability of 2 µm for optical transmission is ultimately dependant on the availabil-
ity of low-loss fibre with a loss minima at 2 µm. At the moment fibre technology is still
under development with noteworthy reductions in loss noted in Chapter 5. However,
hollow core fibre has not yet matched the performance and scalability of standard sin-
gle mode fibre. Systems utilising hollow core fibre are unlikely to be deployed in the
near term with the maturity of components at 1.5 µm favouring the more readily scal-
able few-mode fibres. As was seen in this thesis, there is a benefit to using few-mode
fibre but the margins to increase capacity are not as large as initially anticipated.
As Chapter 1 has shown, the future of such technologies will ultimately be decided by
their cost benefit. It may well prove to be more beneficial to remain using single mode
fibre where efficiency will become crucial. Whether future optical communication
systems continue to use standard single-mode fibre of the present day or a radically
new fibre is deployed, it is hoped that the work presented in this thesis will contribute,
in some small way, to the optical communication solutions of the future.
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